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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 
This master's thesis deals with timing effects in complex on chip systems. It is written in 
cooperation with the research and development centre of Infineon Technologies. One primary goal 
of all integrated circuit designers is to make the chips as small as possible. In deep sub micron 
designs timing effects like crosstalk have severe impact on the functionality of the chip. Therefore, 
accurate timing analyses must be made before the chip is ready for manufacturing. Otherwise the 
production yield can be reduced drastically. A case study on timing analysis with the 0.13 µm 
technology is made on the bus system of the device S-GOLD. The computer-based program 
PrimeTime is used to carry out the timing analysis. During the evolution of 0.13 µm technology 
three design packages have been developed to characterize the timing. Two releases of SGOLD 
have been designed based on the first and the second design package. The different design 
packages were compared, with and without pin capacitance variations, on chip variations and 
crosstalk. Furthermore the two releases are compared. The result from the analysis tool may not 
correlate well with what you see on the manufactured chips. In order to investigate the correlation, 
some tests were finally performed on an evaluation board. The results from the timing analysis are 
as expected. The second netlist version is better optimized than the first one. Design package three 
is most pessimistic among the three design packages. Design package one is most optimistic and 
does not match the real performance. Both design package two and three fit to the real 
performance well. Among the three design packages, design package three fits the real 
performance best. 
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Abstract 
This master’s thesis deals with timing effects in complex on chip systems. It is written in 
cooperation with the research and development centre of Infineon Technologies. 
 
One primary goal of all integrated circuit designers is to make the chips as small as 
possible. In deep sub micron designs timing effects like crosstalk have severe impact on 
the functionality of the chip. Therefore, accurate timing analyses must be made before the 
chip is ready for manufacturing. Otherwise the production yield can be reduced drastically. 
A case study on timing analysis with the 0.13 µm technology is made on the bus system of 
the device S-GOLD. 
 
The computer-based program PrimeTime is used to carry out the timing analysis. During 
the evolution of 0.13 µm technology three design packages have been developed to 
characterize the timing. Two releases of SGOLD have been designed based on the first and 
the second design package. The different design packages were compared, with and 
without pin capacitance variations, on chip variations and crosstalk. Furthermore the two 
releases are compared. The result from the analysis tool may not correlate well with what 
you see on the manufactured chips. In order to investigate the correlation, some tests were 
finally performed on an evaluation board. 
 
The results from the timing analysis are as expected. The second netlist version is better 
optimized than the first one. Design package three is most pessimistic among the three 
design packages. Design package one is most optimistic and does not match the real 
performance. Both design package two and three fit to the real performance well. Among 
the three design packages, design package three fits the real performance best. 
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1 Introduction 
This master’s thesis deals with timing effects in complex on-chip systems. It is written in 
cooperation with the research and development center of Infineon Technologies. The 
company is a leading innovator within the semiconductor industry. The customers are for 
example in the communication, automotive, industrial or computer branch. Infineon is 
doing all steps from designing to marketing its products, which are memories and logics 
including digital, mixed-signal and analog integrated circuits as well as discrete 
semiconductor products and system solutions. 
 
Background 
One of the primary goals of all integrated circuit (IC) designers is to make the circuit as 
small as possible. Making the process technology smaller and smaller will lead to 
complications. For example, it becomes harder to predict the timing performance. Timing 
violations will disturb the functionality of the design and make the manufactured chips 
useless. That is why a timing analysis is a very important step in the design flow. Putting 
to much trust in the analysis tools can be a serious mistake. They try to estimate the real 
world performance, but the question is: Are the tools reliable? To follow up the timing 
analysis, tests on manufactured chips should be carried out to investigate how good the 
tools are compared with the real performance. Then, the technology libraries can be 
modified to represent the real performance of the chip more precisely. 
 
Objectives 
The task is to perform a static timing analysis of the bus system MLAHB in S-GOLD. It is 
to be carried out under different operating conditions (process, voltage and temperature 
variations) combined with different design packages and versions of S-GOLD using the 
computer-based program PrimeTime (PT). Some critical paths from PrimeTime are to be 
tested on an evaluation board (also under different operating conditions). Finally, the 
PrimeTime results will be compared with the results from the evaluation board to see how 
good the correlation is between PrimeTime and the real performance. 
 
S-GOLD 
S-GOLD is a single chip baseband IC. It is designed especially for the upcoming 
generation of smartphones and multimedia oriented handsets and contains all digital and 
analog functions of a GSM/GPRS/EGPRS modem with a high-level of application 
performance. The 0.13 µm 1.5 V technology is used to meet the increasing demands of the 
global system for mobile communication (GSM) cellular market. 
 
Outline 
The second chapter opens with a brief introduction to S-GOLD and very large-scale 
integrated circuit (VLSI) design. Moreover, it contains how to calculate the hold and setup 
timing and covers some important contributions to the timing calculation. 
 
In chapter three, the PrimeTime static timing analysis is conducted. It includes a short 
introduction to PrimeTime and its analysis flow. The different case studies are described 
and the paths are determined, which are to be tested on the evaluation board. Some 
limitations with the PrimeTime analysis are described. At the end of the chapter, the results 
are given in graphs and tables. 
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Chapter four describes the tests on the evaluation board and how to generate the 
stimulation patterns. The last part contains limitations in the tests and its results. 
 
Comparisons between the individual PrimeTime analyses and between the PrimeTime 
analysis and the evaluation board tests are performed in chapter five. 
 
The conclusions are presented in chapter six. 
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2 Background 
Section 2.1 introduces the reader to the S-GOLD device where the static timing analysis 
has been conducted. The basics of the S-GOLD design are described in section 2.2. 
Section 2.3 explains static timing analysis and how to calculate the delay in a circuit. The 
chapter finishes by discussing some effects, which have influence on the timing 
performance.  

2.1 S-GOLD 
S-GOLD is a multimedia platform for mobile phones applications. It is especially designed 
for the new generation of smartphones and multimedia-oriented handsets. It contains all 
digital and analog parts of a GSM/GPRS/EGPRS modem with a high-level of application 
performance. Applications, such as online-games, MP3, MIDI, M-commerce and video 
streaming are supported. 
 
The 0.13 µm technology with the voltage supply of 1.5 V is used to meet the increasing 
demands of the GSM cellular market. The advanced reduced instruction set computer 
machine (ARM) 926-processor for wireless applications is used in S-GOLD to meet the 
high demands. S-GOLD is divided into a couple of super blocks. Each super block 
contains some smaller building blocks. Figure 2.1 shows some of the building blocks. 
MLAHB is for example a super block. More information about S-GOLD can be found in 
[9]. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1. Some building blocks in S-GOLD.
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2.1.1 MLAHB 
MLAHB stands for multi layer advanced microcontroller bus architecture high-speed bus 
and is a super block and contains the major bus system of S-GOLD. None of the building 
blocks in figure 2.1 are in MLAHB, except for the direct memory access (DMA). The 
DMA building block contains three DMA controllers in order to make the utilization of the 
ARM-processor less. The ARM-processor is connected to the bus, but is not a part of 
MLAHB. The interrupt control unit (ICU) building block handles the interrupt routines in 
S-GOLD and is located in MLAHB. Furthermore, MLAHB contains some minor building 
blocks, such as AHB bus watcher (ABW) and interfaces to other super blocks. There are 
also interfaces to the internal and external memories located in MLAHB. 
 
The static timing analysis is only conducted in the MLAHB superblock. The other super 
blocks are not considered in the timing analysis, but they are still very important when it 
comes to verifying the timing performance in MLAHB. This is because the registers in 
MLAHB at the interface to other super blocks are not readable. Instead, registers in the 
other superblocks must be read to interpret the interface registers in MLAHB. 
 
There are already known timing problems in MLAHB and that is why MLAHB is chosen 
for the static timing analysis. The timing problems are mostly due to a huge multiplex 
system in the bus system. 

2.2 Introduction to VLSI-Design 
According to [4], the majority of current VLSI circuits are manufactured in 
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. This is because circuits 
manufactured in CMOS process generally consume less power and have better noise 
margins then other metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) technologies. Additionally, the vast 
majority of fabrication facilities utilize CMOS process and therefore CMOS is a “cheap” 
fabrication technology. S-GOLD is designed in CMOS technology. 
 
At the register transfer level (RTL), a sequential IC design contains basically only memory 
elements (for example flip-flops and latches), elementary gates (such as inverters, buffers 
and or-gates) as well as input and output ports. In S-GOLD, only D-flip-flops are used as 
memory cells. A part from S-GOLD (and other sequential ICs) can look like figure 2.2. 
The logic clouds contain only elementary gates and can have inputs from other D flip-flops 

FF2 FF1 

CLK 

D    Q 
 
 
 

D    Q 
 
 
 

Logic 

Logic 

Figure 2.2. An example of a path in the S-GOLD design. 
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or input ports and outputs to other D flip-flops or output ports. The two flip-flops (FF1 and 
FF2) do not necessarily have to be clocked with the same clock. The wire to the D input of 
FF1 comes either from a logic cloud or an input port. The wire out from the Q output of 
FF2 goes either to a logic cloud or an output port. The elementary cells and flip-flops are 
described in so called technology libraries (See section 2.2.2). Now, the process of 
designing an IC is described. 

2.2.1 Design Flow 
The way to a manufactured IC is long and consists of many steps. Figure 2.3 illustrates 
how a design flow can look like. The first step is to write the functionality of the design in 
a high-level language such as C, VLSI hardware description language (VHDL) or Verilog. 
The design, which is considered in this thesis, is S-GOLD and it is written in VHDL. 
Almost in every step, a simulation must be conducted to verify the functionality of the 
design. The next level is the RTL. The design is completely modeled in detail. For 
example, all registers are declared and all clocks are defined. At this point, the timing 
constraints can be specified. The next step is to generate a netlist to be able to perform 
floor planning and routing. The last step is to verify the layout and to do a timing analysis. 
This document is about the timing analysis in the design flow. Some steps in the design 
flow have to be redone if a design fails to pass the timing analysis. The looping must be 
performed until the design passes the timing analysis. A more covering discussion about 
the design flow can be found in [5]. 

2.2.2 Design Packages 
To design an IC, design packages (DPs) are often used to design and analyze the circuit. A 
design package is a set of technology libraries, which contain information about the cells 
used in the design. For example, information of a cell’s functionality, capacitances, fall 
and rise times, transition times and area. The values of many parameters can be found in 
look up tables. In that case, the values can for example vary with temperature, voltage, 
process or load on the cell. 
 
In the tests for this thesis, three different design packages (DP1, DP2 and DP3) have been 
used. DP1 is used in the first release of S-GOLD, DP2 is used in the second one and DP3 
is used for the third release. The different releases contain different netlist versions. The 
three design packages contain the same technology libraries. DP2 shall be more 
pessimistic than DP1 and DP3 shall be even more pessimistic when timing performance is 
considered. The differences between the DPs will be investigated in chapter five. The tests 
include only the first and second releases, but the first and the second releases are also 
used in the analysis with DP3. The analysis with DP3 should be the most realistic one, 
because the DP3 represents the physics and the used manufacturing process best. The first 
and the second design packages were preliminary estimations of the process parameters 
because the 0.13 µm CMOS process is a very new process. Thus, two important topics are 
covered by this thesis. Topic one is how the calculated timing of the two designs differs 
with the three design packages. Topic two is which design package fits best to the 
fabricated ICs. 
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Figure 2.3. A general representation of a design flow. 
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2.3 Static Timing Analysis 
Static timing analysis (STA) is a method for determinating if a circuit meets timing 
constraints without having to simulate clock cycles [10] and to validate the timing 
performance of a design by checking all possible paths for timing violations [7]. The 
meaning of static is that the timing calculation is not event-stimuli driven. For example, no 
test vectors are necessary to verify the timing performance. Instead, the timing simulator 
calculates path delays as a function of the logic and loading [1]. 
 
The procedure to conduct a STA is performed in three steps: 
 

1. The design is broken down into sets of timing paths. 
 

2. The delay of each path is calculated. 
 

3. All paths are checked to see if timing constraints have been met. 
 
A timing path contains only combinational logic. The starting point is an input port or a 
clock input pin to a D flip-flop. The endpoint is an output port or the D input pin to a D 
flip-flop. The delay along a timing path can be divided into wire delay and cell delay. 

2.3.1 Wire delay 
The delay along each path 
depends on the logic gates and 
the wire parasitics. The delay in 
a wire is classically modeled as 
a lumped resistance and capa-
citance (RC) network or just as 
a lumped capacitance (See 
figure 2.4). The classical 
models are good approxima-
tions when the time of flight 
across the interconnection line 
is significantly shorter than the 
signal rise/fall times. A more 
complex model is to consider 
the wire as a distributed RC 
line. In all cases, the wire 
resistance and capacitance are 
given per unit length. If the 
interconnection lines are long 
enough and the rise/fall times of 
the signals are comparable to 
the time of flight across the line, 
then the inductance of the wire 
becomes important. As a con-
sequence, the wire must be 
model as a transmission line. 
The interconnection line is then 
modeled as a resistance, induc-

Figure 2.4. a) Original circuit. b) Lumped capacitance. c) 
Distributed RC-network. d) Lupmped RLCG-network 

(transmission line). 

a) 
Gate2 Gate1 L 

L 

Cwire Cgate2 

Cgate2 

Rwire L 

Cwire 

b) 

c) 

Rwire 

Gwire 
Lwire 

L 

Cgate2 Cwire 

d) 
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tion, capacitance and conductance (RLCG) network.  More information can be found in 
[5]. Figure 2.4 shows the above discussed wire models. Transmission line effects are more 
important in deep sub micron designs. S-GOLD is in the deep submicron region and the 
interconnections in the design should be considered as transmission lines. In addition, as 
the width in the metal lines shrinks as a consequence of lower process technology, the 
transmission line effects and the signal coupling between neighboring lines become even 
more important. Section 2.4.3 covers the signal-coupling topic. The interconnection delay 
can now be calculated from the relevant wire delay model. 
 
In S-GOLD, the wire delay model is a lumped RC-network. The transmission line effects 
are handled by the STA tool in another way and are discussed in chapter three. The net’s 
RC parasitics are based on the net’s fanout. The RC estimates are based on statistics from 
other designs with the same process. The wire resistance and capacitance are given per unit 
length. The lumped capacitance is calculated as the sum of all input gate capacitances and 
the statistical wire capacitance specified for the number of fan-outs. The lumped 
capacitance is multiplied with a fan-out factor, given in seconds per farad, to achieve the 
wire delay [1]. The capacitances and fan-out factors for each cell are given in the 
technology libraries and depend on the transitions of the cells. 

2.3.2 Cell delay 
The timing path delay consists also of cell delays (or propagation delays). According to 
[5], the propagation delay is commonly defined as the time it takes from that the input 
voltage has reached V50% until the output voltage has reached V50% in a cell where 
V50%=0.5•(VOL+VOH). VOL is the voltage of logic zero and VOH is the voltage of logic one. 
Typical cell delay values can often be found in data sheets supplied by the cell vendor or in 
technology libraries when they are used. Since the timing analysis performed in this thesis 
uses technology libraries to calculate the cell delay, only the technology library approach is 
discussed. How to calculate the propagation delay without data sheets and technology 
libraries can be read in [5]. In the technology library approach, the propagation delays of 
the cells are given in the technology libraries. They are based on statistical observation 
from other circuits design with the same process. The propagation delay depends on the 
transition of the cell (from low to high or from high to low). 

2.3.3 Hold check 
The hold time (thold) of a D flip-flop is the time the D input at least must be remained stable 
after the flip-flop samples to guarantee a correct value at the output [5]. Figure 2.5 shows 
the hold time of a positive edge D flip-
flop. For a negative edge D flip-flop, 
the hold time is measured from the 
falling edge of the flip-flop. When a 
hold check is performed, the minimum 
delay along the data path and the 
maximum delay along the clock path 
are considered [7]. If the difference 
between the data path and the clock 
path is negative, then a timing viola-
tion has occered. 
 
 

tsetup 

Figure 2.5. Definition of the hold time and setup time of a 
positive edge D flip-flop. 

D input 
 
 
Clock 

 

thold 
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Here is an example of a hold check. Figure 2.6 describes the circuit and the delays. The 
data path delay starts at the CLK. The first delay is the wire delay to the clock input of 
FF1. Next is the delay from the clock input of FF1 to the Q output of FF1. The rest is two 
wire delays and the cell delay of the inverter. All the time, the minimum delay is 
considered. The clock path delay starts at the CLK and contains two wire delays, the cell 
delay of the buffer and the hold time of FF2. This time, the maximum delay is considered. 
The delay times are calculated to:  
 

tdata path  =1+9+1+6+1 =18 ns 
tclock path =3+9+3+2     =17 ns 

 
The difference between tdata path and tclock path is positve. This means, there is no timing 
violation in the hold check. For example, if the hold time had been 4 ns instead of 2 ns, 
then there would have been a hold violation. 

2.3.4 Setup check 
The setup time (tsetup) of a D flip-flop is the time the D input at least must be stable before 
the flip-flop samples to guarantee a correct value at the output [5]. Figure 2.5 shows the 
setup time of a flip-flop. When a setup check is performed, the maximum delay along the 
data path and the minimum delay along the clock path are considered [7]. If the difference 
between the clock path and the data path is negative, then a timing violation has occurred. 
 
Here is an example of a setup check. The circuit is the same as in the hold check example 
and can be seen in figure 2.6. The data path and the clock path are the same as in the hold 
check example, but now the maximum delay along the data path is considered and the 
minimum delay along the clock path. The first part of the clock path is the clock period, 
which has been set to 15 ns. The tsetup has been used instead of thold. The delay times are 
calculated to:  
 

tdata path =2+11+2+9+2 =26 ns 
tclock path =15+2+5+2+4 =28 ns 

 

Figure 2.6. The circuit and its delays for the hold and setup check examples. 

tclk-q,min 9 ns 
tclk-q,max 11 ns 

tmin 1 ns 
tmax 2 ns 

tmin 1 ns 
tmax  2 ns 

tmin 5 ns 
tmax 9 ns 

tmin 2 ns 
tmax 3 ns 

tmin 2 ns 
tmax 3 ns 

tmin 1 ns 
tmax 2 ns 

tmin 6 ns 
tmax 9 ns FF2 

 
FF1 

CLK 

D    Q 
 
 
 

D    Q 
 
 
 

 

thold 2 ns  
tsetup 4 ns 
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The difference between tdata path and tclock path is positive. This means, there is no timing 
violation in the setup check. For example, a shorter clock period or a bigger maximum 
delay of the inverter can cause setup violations in the circuit. 

2.4 Timing Contributions 
This section covers three topics, which all have influence on the timing performance of a 
design. They are as following, pin capacitance variation, on-chip variation and crosstalk. 
They are discussed because these three topics are considered in a PrimeTime STA of S-
GOLD. 

2.4.1 Pin Capacitance Variation 
The pin capacitance is the input capacitance of a cell. Cells in CMOS technology are 
classically only modeled with the gate capacitance of the nMOS and pMOS transistors, 
which have the input signals applied to their gates. To measure the input capacitance, a 
voltage slope must be applied to the respective input and then the caused current is 
observed. From the definition of capacitance C=Q/U, then a “local” capacitance can be 
defined as C=∂∂I/∂t∂U [11]. The “local” capacitance depends not only on the input slope, 
but also on the output load. As discussed in section 2.3.1, the input capacitance is very 
important for the timing performance of a circuit. Therefore, the “local” capacitance is 
included in two of the STA cases performed in chapter 4. 

2.4.2 On-Chip Variation 
On-chip variations (OCV) are variations of some parameters throughout a single chip and 
consist of three parts. They are process, voltage and temperature variations, shortly PVT 
variations. They have all impact on the timing performance. In general, the worst 
propagation delay occurs when the process is lowest at highest temperature with lowest 
supply voltage. The best case occurs for the opposite conditions. The three PVT variations 
are described more in detail below and a more covering discussion can be found in [1]. 
 
Process variations 
Process variations (process spreads) are due to variations in the manufacture conditions 
such as temperature, pressure and dopant concentrations. According to [1], ICs are 
produced in lots of 50 to 200 wafers with approximately 100 dice per wafer. The electrical 
properties in different lots can be very different. There are also slighter differences in each 
lot, even in a single manufactured chip. There are variations in the process parameter 
throughout a whole chip. As a consequence, the transistors have different transistor lengths 
throughout the chip. This makes the propagation delay to be different everywhere in a 
chip, because a smaller transistor is faster and therefore the propagation delay is smaller. 
 
Voltage variations 
The saturation current of a cell depends on the power supply. The delay of a cell is 
dependent on the saturation current. In this way, the power supply inflects the propagation 
delay of a cell. Throughout a chip, the power supply is not constant and hence the 
propagation delay varies in a chip. The voltage drop is due to nonzero resistance in the 
supply wires. A higher voltage makes a cell faster and hence the propagation delay is 
reduced. According to [1], the decrease is exponential for a wide voltage range (2 to 6 V). 
The self-inductance of a supply line contributes also to a voltage drop. For example, when 
a transistor is switching to high, it takes a current to charge up the output load. This time 
varying current (for a short period of time) causes an opposite self-induced electromotive 
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force. The amplitude of the voltage drop is given by ∆V=L*dI/dt, where L is the self-
inductance and I is the current through the line [4]. 
 
Temperature variations 
When a chip is operating, the temperature can vary throughout the chip. This is due to the 
power dissipation in the MOS-transistors. The power consumption is mainly due to 
switching, short-circuit and leakage power consumption. The average switching power 
dissipation (approximately given by Paverage = Cload•Vpower supply 

2•fclock) is due to the 
required energy to charge up the parasitic and load capacitances. The short-circuit power 
dissipation is due to the finite rise and fall times. The nMOS and pMOS transistors may 
conduct for a short time during switching, forming a direct current from the power supply 
to the ground. The leakage power consumption is due to the nonzero reverse leakage and 
subthreshold currents. The power supply discussion is taken from [5], which contains a 
more covering discussion. The biggest contribution to the power consumption is the 
switching. The dissipated power will increase the surrounding temperature. The electron 
and hole mobility depend on the temperature. According to [12], the mobility (in Si) 
decreases with increased temperature for temperatures above –50 °C. The temperature, 
when the mobility starts to decrease, depends on the doping concentration. A starting 
temperature at –50 °C is true for doping concentrations below 1019 atoms/cm3. For higher 
doping concentrations, the starting temperature is higher. For the S-GOLD device, only 
temperatures between –40 and 125 °C are of interest, because it is thought to operate 
within this intervall. When the electrons and holes move slower, then the propagation 
delay increases. Hence, the propagation delay increases with increased temperature.  There 
is also a temperature effect, which has not been considered. The threshold voltage of a 
transistor depends on the temperature. A higher temperature will decrease the threshold 
voltage. A lower threshold voltage means a higher current and therefore a better delay 
performance. This effect depends extremely on power supply, threshold voltage, load and 
input slope of a cell [11]. There is a competition between the two effects and generally the 
mobility effect wins.  

2.4.3 Crosstalk 
Crosstalk is defined as the noise voltage on signal lines caused by a change of state in 
neighbored lines [3]. The noise voltage is due to capacitive and inductive coupling 
between nearby lines. The amount of crosstalk in a wire depends on the linear distance to 
the parallel running lines and the distance to ground or other reference planes. Crosstalk 
can be divided in two types, forward and backward crosstalk. Forward crosstalk is when 
the coupled lines have the signal flow in the same direction and backward crosstalk has 
opposite signal flow in the coupled lines. Both types of crosstalk can disturb the 
functionality of a circuit. Backward crosstalk tends to be more destructive, because it tends 
to last longer and have higher amplitude. 
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Formulas to calculate the two crosstalk voltages are given in [3] and are as following:  
 
Vbackward = (CM/C+LM/L)/2*tp/tr*∆VS for l<tr*2*tpd 
 
Vbackward = (CM/C+LM/L)/4*∆VS  for l>tr*2*tpd  
 
Vforeward = (CM/C–LM/L)/2*tp/tr*∆VS   
 
 
where  ∆VS = driving signal transition amplitude 

tpd = effective propagation delay of media 
tp = propagation delay of coupled length (l*tpd) 
tr = rise time of driving signal 
l = coupled length 

  CM = mutual capacitance between lines 
C = capacitance between lines and ground 
LM = mutual induction between lines 
L = inductance of each line 

 
A simpler model is when only the capacitive 
coupling is considered. It is illustrated in 
figure 2.7. This is the normal case used by IC 
designers. According to [4], the voltage 
change due to crosstalk in wire M2 is: 
 
∆VM2 = CM/(CM+Cground)*∆VM1 
 
where ∆VM1 is the voltage difference between 
logic one and logic zero. 
 
M2 in figure 2.7 is called a victim net and M1 is the aggressor. A victim net can have 
several aggressors and then the total voltage change is equal to the sum of each aggressor 
voltage change. The aggressors do not necessarily have to be in the same layer, but in IC 
designs the different layers are normally treated as black boxes relative to each other. This 
means, aggressors in different layers as the victim ones are not considered. The STA tool 
uses this model to calculate the crosstalk effects. 
 
If the aggressor changes state and the victim does not, then there will be a small voltage 
bump in the victim net. If the voltage bump is small enough, it will not change the logic 
state of the victim net. It is more problematic when the aggressor and victim net change 
states at almost the same time. The following two examples illustrate this impact of 
crosstalk on the timing performance. 
 
In the first example, both the aggressor and the victim net change state to logic one. The 
aggressor causes a positive voltage bump on the victim net, which will speed up the 
switching time of the victim net. This can be seen in figure 2.8. The switching time of the 
victim net will also be speeded up if both nets change to logic zero. 
 
In the second example, the victim net is switching to logic zero and the aggressor net is 
switching to logic one. Also this time, the aggressor causes a positive voltage bump on the 

CM 

Cground 

M1 M2 

Figure 2.7. A simple capacitance model of two 
metal wires in the same layer. 
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victim net. As a consequence, the switching time will be increased as can be seen in figure 
2.9. The delay will also be bigger if the victim switches to logic one and the aggressor to 
logic zero. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.8. Crostalk effect when both 
the aggressor and the victim net 

switch to logic one. 

Figure 2.9. Crostalk effect when the 
aggressor switches to logic one and 
the victim net switches to logic zero. 
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3 PrimeTime Static Timing Analysis 
In section 3.1, a short introduction to PrimeTime is given and in section 3.2, all the steps in 
the analysis flow are shown. The two sections (except for the section 3.1.5) are a short 
summary of [7]. The different case studies are defined in section 3.3. The analysis tool has 
some limitations in its calculations. They will be clarified in section 3.4. Finally, the STA 
results are presented in section 3.5. 

3.1 Introduction 
This section contains an introduction to PrimeTime. After reading this section, the reader 
will know what PrimeTime is and what the tool can do. The reader will also get a basic 
understanding how PrimeTime does its calculations. PrimeTime contains a special feature 
called signal integrity. This will be explained at the end of this section.  

3.1.1 Overview 
PrimeTime is a full-chip, gate-level static timing analysis tool. In a PrimeTime STA, every 
possible path is checked for timing violations. Neither logic simulation nor test vectors are 
used to validate the timing performance. This saves a lot of time. Moreover, the analysis 
time can be reduced by lowering the accuracy in the calculations. In this way, a quick 
estimate from the timing performance can be achieved without spending hours or even 
days waiting for the result. 
 
Synopsys has developed PrimeTime and it can be used in advantage with other tools from 
Synopsys, like the Design Compiler. They use the same libraries, databases and 
commandos. PrimeTime can also be seen as a single, independent (from other design 
tools) tool, because it supports a lot of industry-standard formats. They are for example 
gate-level netlist in .db, VHDL and electronic design interchange format (EDIF) formats, 
delay information standard delay format (SDF) format, parasitic data in reduced standard 
parasitic format (RSPF), detailed standard parasitic format (DSPF), standard parasitic 
exchange format (SPEF), synopsys binary parasitic format (SBPF) formats and timing 
constraints in Synopsys design constraint (SDC) format. 
 
PrimeTime is a powerful and flexible tool, when it comes to STA. The tool can perform a 
lot of design checks and has many analysis features. Some of the design checks are: 
 

• setup, hold, recovery and removal constraints, 
 

• clock-gating setup/hold constraints and 
 

• design rules (minimum/maximum transition time, capacitance and fanout). 
 
Some of the supported analysis features are: 
 

• multiple clocks and clock frequencies, 
 

• multicycle path timing exceptions, 
 

• false path timing exceptions and automatic false path detection, 
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• simultaneous minimum/maximum delay analysis for setup and hold constraints, 

 
• analysis with on-chip variation of PVT conditions and 

 
• case analysis (analysis with constants or specific transitions applied to specified 

inputs). 
 
The interface to the PrimeTime user is a text-based shell or a graphical user interface 
(GUI) in a windows-based environment. The text-based shell is better for computer-
intensive tasks and GUI is better for visualizing design data and analysis results. 

3.1.2 Timing Paths 
Before PrimeTime calculates the timing performance, it divides the circuit into timing 
paths. As described in section 2.3, a timing path contains only combinational logics. Figure 
3.1 shows four possible timing paths. The starting point is an input port (A) or a clock 
input pin to a sequential element (>). It ends at an output port (Z) or at a data input pin to a 
sequential element (D) Hence, the starting points launch the data and the endpoints capture 
the data.  

A combinational logic cloud can contain multiple paths. If it does, PrimeTime calculates 
the maximum delay with the longest path and for the minimum delay calculations it uses 
the shortest path. The long and the short refer to the paths with the longest and shortest 
delay time. PrimeTime handles also other types of paths, such as: 
 

• clock path (a path from a clock input port or cell pin, through one or more buffers 
or inverters, to the clock pin of a sequential element) for data setup and hold 
checks, 

 
• clock-gating path (a path from an input port to a clock-gating element) for clock-

gating setup/hold checks and 
 

Figure 3.1. Four possible timing paths in PrimeTime. 
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• asynchronous path (a path from an input port to an asynchronous set or clear pin 
of a sequential element) for recovery and removal checks. 

3.1.3 Delay Calculation 
After the design is broken down in timing paths, the delay along each path can be 
calculated. The step in the design flow decides in which way the delay can be calculated. 
Before the layout, the delay must be estimated from a wire load model. After the layout, an 
external tool can accurately calculate the delay. It can be done, because the chip topology 
is known. The external tool can write the delay information to a SDF file. This file can be 
used by PrimeTime to back-annotate the design with delay information. PrimeTime can 
also use a SPEF file for the delay calculation. The SPEF file contains a detailed description 
of the parasitic capacitances and resistors in the interconnected networks.  
 
As told in section 2.3.2, the cell delay is the delay from the input to the output of a logic 
gate. The cell delays are provided in technology libraries as delay tables and normally, 
PrimeTime uses them to calculate the cell delays. The only exception is when back-
annotated delay information is provided with a SDF file. The following methods are 
supported in PrimeTime: 
 

• specific time values back-annotated from a SDF file, 
 

• detailed parasitic resistance and capacitance data back-annotated from file in 
RSPF, DSPF, SPEF or SBPF format and 

 
• estimate delays from a wire load model. 

 
The wire load model is less accurate then back-annotated data or parasitic data, but it is the 
only way to calculate the delays before layout. 

3.1.4 Constraint Checking 
Finally, PrimeTime checks for violations in the timing constraints. Some of the checks are: 
 

• setup and hold constraints, 
 

• recovery and removal constraints, 
 

• data-to-data constraints, 
 

• clock-gating setup/hold constraints and 
 
A setup constraint specifies how much time is necessary for a signal to be available at the 
input of a sequential element before the clock edge that captures the data in the element. A 
hold constraint specifies how much time is necessary for data to be stable at the input of a 
sequential element after the clock edge that captures the data in the element.  
 
The hold and setup check are discussed in section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Here is a short 
remainder. For a setup check, PrimeTime checks that the data launched from FF1 arrives at 
FF2 within one clock cycle and at least the setup time of the flip flop (defined in the 
technology library) before FF2 captures the data by the next clock edge. Similarly, when 
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PrimeTime performs a hold check, it checks that the data path delay is large enough so that 
the data launched from FF1 reaches FF2 no sooner than the capture clock edge for the 
previous clock cycle. This means, the data already existing at FF2 must remain stable long 
enough after the clock edge that captures data for the previous cycle. 
 
By default, PrimeTime assumes that signals are to be propagated along each data path in 
one clock cycle. This may not be the case for all timing path. Those paths must be 
specified as timing exceptions. Otherwise, PrimeTime might incorrectly report those paths 
as having timing violations. There are also other types of timing exceptions. The following 
types can be specified: 
 

• false path (a path that is never sensitized due to the logic configuration, excepted 
data sequences or operating mode), 

 
• multicycle path (a path designed to take more than one clock cycle from launch to 

capture) and 
 

• minimum/maximum delay path (a path that must meet a delay constraint that is 
specified explicitly as a time value). 

3.1.5 Signal Integrity 
PrimeTime contains the feature signal integrity (SI). That means PrimeTime has the 
capability to include crosstalk in its analysis. Cross-coupled capacitors between nets are 
included in the calculations and the delay due to crosstalk can also be reported in the 
timing paths. 
 
To decide if crosstalk can occure, PrimeTime defines timing window relations between 
aggressor nets and victim nets. The earliest and the latest arrival times define a timing 
window for the victim net and another timing window for the aggressor net. Crosstalk 
effects can only occur when the victim and aggressor timing windows overlap. 
 
A SI analysis is performed in several iterations. In the first iteration, the timing windows 
are ignored. This means that every transition can occur at any time. In this way, a first 
pessimistic and approximate estimation of the crosstalk delay values is attained. In the next 
iteration, the timing windows are considered and some victim-aggressor relationships are 
from the consideration eliminated, because of none-overlapping timing windows. 
 
The SI analysis is controlled by many SI specific variables. For example, they control the 
exit criteria in the iterations, the filtering of aggressors on victim nets and the accuracy of 
the calculations. The filtering feature can neglect aggressors, which have a smaller 
influence than specified. More information about PrimeTime SI can be read in [8] 
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3.2 Analysis Flow 
This section describes the analysis flow in PrimeTime. All analysis steps must be 
performed in a correct order to attain the right results. A typical analysis session consists of 
the following steps: 
 

1. read in the design data (a gate-level netlist, the associated technology libraries and 
delay information in SDF format or parasitic capacitance and resistance in SPEF 
format), 

 
2. constrain the design by specifying the clock characteristics, input timing 

conditions and output timing requirements, 
 

3. specify the environment and analysis conditions such as operating conditions, 
case analysis settings, net delay models and timing exceptions, 

 
4. check the design data and analysis setup parameters in preparation for a full 

timing analysis and 
 

5. perform a full timing analysis and examine the results. 
 
Section 4.2.1 through 4.2.5 describe the five steps above in the analysis flow. 

3.2.1 Reading the Design Data 
First of all, the design data has to be loaded. PrimeTime needs a gate-level netlist and the 
associated technology libraries. Design descriptions and library information must be in .db 
(Synopsys database) format. PrimeTime accepts gate-level netlists in Verilog, VHDL or 
EDIF format. The commands for reading the different files are read_db, read_verilog, 
read_vhdl and read_edif. 
 
The next step is to resolve all references between different modules in the hierarchy and to 
build up an internal representation of the design. This is performed with the link_design 
command. 
 
Several variables control the behavior of PrimeTime. They can be set with the set 
command. The search_path variable contains a list of directories, where PrimeTime looks 
for files. In this way, only the file name has to be specified and not the full path. The 
link_path variable contains a list of the design files and library files, which are used for 
linking the design. 
 
To back-annotate the design with delay information in a SDF file, the read_SDF command 
must be used. In case of back-annotate parasitic capacitance and resistance information, 
the read_parasitics command must be used. The detailed parasitic data can be in RSPF, 
DSPF, SPEF or SBPF format.  
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3.2.2 Constraining the Design 
The next step is to provide PrimeTime with information on the design-level timing 
constraints. They are: 
 

• clock characteristics, 
 

• arrival times of signal transitions at each input port and 
 

• required times of signal transitions at each output port. 
 
The clock characteristics are specified with the create_clock command. For example, clock 
name, source, period and waveform can be specified. This information is necessary for 
constraints checking on clocked sequential elements. The checks can be performed 
between multiple clocks with different periods and phases, as long as the clocks are 
synchronous with respect to each other. 
 
The set_input_delay command specifies the minimum and maximum amount of delay 
from a clock edge to the arrival of a signal at a specified input port. In this way, 
PrimeTime can perform constraint checking at the input ports. 
 
The set_output_delay command works in similar way as the set_input_delay command. 
The set_output_delay command specifies the minimum and maximum amount of delay 
between the output port and the external sequential element that captures data from that 
output port. In this way, PrimeTime can perform constraint checking at the output ports. 

3.2.3 Specifying the Environment and Analysis Conditions 
As discussed in section 2.4.2, the operating environment has influence on the performance 
of the chip. In PrimeTime, the analysis can be conducted under different operating 
conditions and analysis settings. For example, the following can be done: 
 

• specifying the process, voltage and temperature operating conditions, as 
characterized in the technology library, 

 
• applying case analysis and mode analysis to restrict the operating modes of the 

device under analysis, 
 

• specifying driving cells at input ports and loads at output ports, 
 

• specifying timing exceptions for paths that do not match the default behavior 
assumed by PrimeTime and 

 
• specifying the wire load model or back-annotated net information used to 

calculate net delays. 
 
As pointed out above, the performance can vary in different operating environments. For 
example, due to variation in fabrication process, operating temperature and power supply 
voltage in semiconductor device parameters. The parameters are often given in the 
technology libraries under different conditions. Usually, they have been characterized in 
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the laboratory under varying conditions. In PrimeTime, the operating conditions for the 
analysis can be set with the command set_operating_conditions. In this way, PrimeTime 
knows which set of parameters to use.  
 
In PrimeTime, an analysis can be performed in three different modes (respect to operating 
condition). They are single, best-case/worst-case and on-chip variation mode. The single 
mode, only a single set of delay parameter is used. This means, setup or hold check can be 
performed, but not in the same analysis. Both setup and hold check can be performed in 
the best-case/worst-case mode. Then, PrimeTime handles two sets of delay parameters, 
one with maximum delay for all paths (setup check) and one with minimum delay for all 
paths (hold check). In the on-chip variation mode, PrimeTime uses both minimum and 
maximum delays for different paths at the same time. Maximum delay along the data path 
and minimum delay along the clock path is used for a setup check. For a hold check, 
minimum delays along the data path and maximum delays along the clock path are used. 
 
Using the “clock reconvergence pessimism removal“ in the on-chip variation mode can 
increase the accuracy. This ensures that each circuit element uses either the minimum or 
maximum delay, but not both. 
 
A chip design may have different operating modes, such as normal operating, mission 
mode, test mode, scan mode, reset mode. PrimeTime uses different case analyses to 
simulate the operating modes. Hence, each mode can be analyzed separately. For example, 
the set_case_analysis command can specify a constant value or a specific transition of an 
input. 
 
The set _driving_cell specifies a cell, which drives an input port. This allows PrimeTime to 
more accuratley calculate the port delay times and transition times, especially for library 
cells having delays with nonlinear dependence on capacitance, because the external driver 
has impedance and parasitic load characteristics that can affect the signal timing. The load 
capacitance on a port or net can be specified with the set_load command. In this way, the 
effects on the load can more accurately be taken into account. 
 
Paths, which are not supposed to operate according to the default setup/hold behavior in 
PrimeTime, must be specified as timing exceptions. This includes for example false paths 
and multicycle paths. The set_disable_timing command eliminates a path from the timing 
calculation. 
 
Before placement and routing have been performed, the set_wire_load_model command 
must be used to specify the wire load model. Otherwise, PrimeTime cannot accurately 
calculate the net delays. 

3.2.4 Checking the Design and Analysis Setup 
It is a good idea to check all settings in the design before the full analysis is started. For 
example, characteristics of the design such as the hierarchy, library elements, ports, nets, 
cells and analysis setup parameters such as clocks, wire load models, input delay 
constraints and output delay constraints. The check_timing command checks for constraint 
problems such as undefined clocking, undefined input data arrival times and undefined 
output data required times. Warnings reported by the check_timing command are not 
necessary true design problems. More information can be attained by using commands 
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such as report_design, report_port, report_net, report_cell, report_hierarchy, 
report_reference, report_lib, report_clock, report_wire_load and report_path_group. 

3.2.5 Performing a Full Analysis 
The last step in the analysis flow is to do a full analysis and examine the results. Before it 
can be done, the design must have been loaded, constrained and the conditions for the 
analysis must have been set. After that, some of the commands report_timing, 
report_constraint, report_bottleneck, report_analysis_coverage and 
report_delay_calculation can be used to get information from the timing analysis. To 
invoke the SI feature of PrimeTime, the si_enable_analysis variable has to be set to true. 
The other SI variables must also be set before the above report commands can be executed. 
  
The report_timing command is perhaps the most flexible and powerful PrimeTime 
command. Both general and detailed information on the timing of the whole design, a 
group of paths or an individual path can be obtained. For example, the switches of the 
report_timing command can specify the types of paths reported and the type of information 
included in the path reports such as transition times, capacitance values, net information 
and crosstalk values. The –delay_type option specifies the type of timing check to report 
(max for setup checks and min for hold checks). 

3.3 Case Studies 
Four different case studies (test A, B, C and D) have been conducted. They are defined in 
section 3.3.1 through 3.3.4. These four case studies have been conducted to be able to 
compare the different design packages with each other, the two netlist with each other and 
the PrimeTime analyses with the real performance.  
 
In the four case studies, three paths have been more deeply investigated. They have been 
selected among the most critical path in the four tests. The three paths are called 
dmac_abw, icu_ahb and dmac_burst. The three paths are analyzed to see the voltage and 
temperature variations and for comparisons with the evaluation board tests. The 
comparisons can be seen in chapter 5. 

3.3.1 Test A 
Test A is the very first release of S-GOLD. The first netlist version designed with DP1 is 
used. DP1 is the most optimistic design package of the three DPs. Although DP1 is too 
optimistic, it was the only design package available at the time of the first release. 
 
 A PrimeTime analysis contains different modes, cases and checks. In test A, they are: 
 

• normal operating mode, 
 

• min-max analysis (best-case/worst-case) and 
 

• setup and hold checks. 
 
The max analysis (worst case) uses process 1.3 with 1.35 V at 125 °C. In the min analysis 
(best case), process 0.7 with 1.6 V and at minus 40 °C is used. The results can be seen in 
section 3.5.1. 
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3.3.2 Test B 
Test B is the second release of S-GOLD. It contains the second netlist version designed 
with DP2. The second netlist version should be better optimized than the first. This is 
investigated in section 5.4. At the time of the second release, the two first design packages 
were available. Since the second design package should be more pessimistic than the first 
and should describe the real performance better, it has been used for the second release. 
 
This test is basically the same as test A. Only different netlist version and design package 
are used and the case analysis has been extended. In all tests, OCV includes also pin 
capacitance variations. The analysis contains the following: 
 

• normal operating mode, 
 

• min-max, OCV, SI analyses and 
 

• setup check. 
 
The min-max analysis is performed under the same PVT conditions as in test A (See the 
“Worst” and “Best” cases in table 3.1). In the OCV analysis, a “best” operation condition 
library and a “best max” one are used in the min analysis. A “worst” operation condition 
library and a “worst min” one are used in the max analysis. The PVT conditions in the min 
and max analysis with OCV are summarized in table 3.1. The SI analysis is almost the 
same as the OCV analysis. The 
only difference is that crosstalk 
effects are included in the timing 
calculations. 
 
An enhanced PrimeTime analysis 
will be conducted with the three 
paths (dmac_abw, icu_ahb and 
dmac_burst) from the most 
critical ones. The test is carried 
out under normal operating mode with min-max, min-max OCV and min-max SI analysis, 
but is limited to setup checks. The difference between test B and its enhanced one is that 
different voltages and temperatures are used. The temperatures are -40, -10, 0, 35, 70 and 
125 °C. The voltages are 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 volt.  The process parameters are the 
same for each library, temperature and voltage in table 3.2, which summarizes the 
temperature parameters in the operation condition libraries. The normal max analysis uses 
only the “Worst” case from table 
3.1 and 3.2. This means, process 
1.3 is used for all temperatures 
and voltages. In the same way, 
the normal min analysis uses only 
the “Best” case from table 3.1 and 
3.2. In contrary, the normal OCV 
max analysis uses both the 
“Worst” and the “Worst min” 
from table 3.1 and 3.2. In this 
way, there are a process variation 
(1.3 – 1.235) and a temperature 

Max analysis Min analysis 
Worst Worst min Best max Best 

P: 1.300 
V: 1.35 V 
T: 125 °C 

P: 1.235 
V: 1.35 V 
T: 100 °C 

P: 0.735 
V: 1.60 V 
T: 0 °C 

P: 0.700 
V: 1.60 V 
T: -40 °C 

Max analysis Min analysis 
Worst Worst min Best max Best 

125 °C 100 °C 125 °C 125 °C 
70 °C 55 °C 85 °C 70 °C 
35 °C 30 °C 40 °C 35 °C 
0 °C -5 °C 5 °C 0 °C 

-10 °C -15 °C -5 °C -10 °C 
-40 °C -40 °C -30 °C -40 °C 

Table 3.2. The temperature conditions for the analysis in the 
enhanced test. 

Table 3.1. The PVT conditions for the analysis in test B. 
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variation (see “Worst” and “Worst min” in table 3.2) for each voltage. In the same way, 
the normal OCV min analysis uses the “Best max” and “Best” cases in table 3.1 and 3.2. 
 
The slacks from the reports will give a maximum allowed frequency for each voltage and 
temperature. This will be later compared with the measurements on the evaluation board. 
The comparison can be found in section 5.5. The results from test B can be seen in section 
3.5.2. 

3.3.3 Test C 
In test C, the second netlist version is used, but the timing is calculated with DP3. This is 
not a release, but the test is performed to be able to compare the design packages two and 
three. It is also performed to be able to compare the two netlists with each other. At the 
time of this thesis, DP3 was available. The third design package should be more 
pessimistic and more realistic than the two first design packages. With this case study, the 
difference between DP2 and DP3 is investigated. Moreover, the two netlist can be 
compared. 
 
To be able to perform this case study, a new SPEF file is needed. It has been extracted 
from the second netlist version and DP3. The SPEF file and the DP3 provide all necessary 
timing information to conduct test C. 
 
This test is exactly the same as test B, but with another design package. The results can be 
seen in section 3.5.3. 

3.3.4 Test D 
The last test is conducted with the first netlist version and the timing is calculated with 
DP3. This is also not a release. It is undertaken to do a comparison between DP1 and DP3. 
It is also performed to do a comparison between the two netlists. The comparison between 
test C and test D provides a netlist comparison without the influence of two different 
design packages. Moreover, a comparison between DP1 and DP3 can be performed. This 
will show that the two netlists are optimized in different ways. As in test D, a new SPEF is 
needed. It has been extracted from the first netlist version and DP3. 
 
Test D is performed under the same conditions as test B, but with another netlist version 
and design package. Section 3.5.4 contains the results from test D. 

3.4 Limitations 
The PrimeTime SI variables have a big influence on the accuracy of the calculations. As 
told before, in the PrimeTime SI analysis, speed can be traded for accuracy. In this 
analysis, no filtering has been used. This means, that each net can be an aggressor. This 
will make the analysis slower, but more accurate. One of the limitations in the analysis is 
that only two iterations are performed. This is one of the exit criteria. The calculations will 
stop after two iterations even if there are nets to be reselected for the next iteration. 
Another limitation is that the analysis effort is set to low. The two limitations will speed up 
the calculation time at cost of accuracy. 
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3.5 Results 
Section 3.5.1 through 3.5.4 contain the results from the PrimeTime analyses in test A 
through D. At the end of each section a summary from the test is given. This gives the 
reader a short overview of the results from the different analyses (min-max, OCV and SI) 
and the three paths. 

3.5.1 Test A 
 
Normal min-max analysis 
 
The setup check from normal 
max analysis is free from 
violations. The histogram in 
figure 3.2 shows the slack from 
all endpoints (the total slack) of 
the calculations. The worst 
slack is 0.03 ns and the best 
7.85 ns. A mean value has been 
calculated to compare the 
different analyses. It is 4.53 ns 
in the normal max setup case. 
 
In the normal min analysis, the 
setup check is also free from 
violations. As can be seen in 
figure 3.3, the slack margin is 
much bigger. The total slack 
ranges now from 1.46 ns to 8.05 
ns and the mean value is 6.44 
ns. Therefore, an average path 
will have a slack between 4.53 
ns and 6.44 ns. This is very 
pleasant, but the worst path 
cannot be overseen. It will 
decide, whether the design will 
work properly or not. The mean 
value can still be used as a 
measurement to compare 
different designs. These two 
setup checks indicate that there 
should not be any problems 
with setup timing. 
 
Three paths have been analyzed 
more completely. The slacks are 
in the min-max setup analysis 
for the three paths as following: 
 
 

Figure 3.2. Total slack from the normal max setup analysis in 
test A. 

Figure 3.3. Total slack from the normal min setup analysis in 
test A. 
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• dmac_abw 1.323 – 5.424 ns 
• icu_ahb  0.705 – 5.370 ns 
• dmac_burst 1.879 – 5.664 ns 

 
The minimum values for the three paths come from the max analysis and the maximum 
values come from the minimum analysis. Each slack results in a maximum allowed 
frequency for a correct operating design. The maximum allowed frequency is the 
frequency just before a timing violation occurs. In this case, they are approximately: 
 

• dmac_abw 143.3 – 347.7 MHz 
• icu_ahb  131.7 – 341.3 MHz 
• dmac_burst 155.7 – 379.4 MHz 

 
This means, according to PrimeTime the dmac_abw path will have a timing violation 
somewhere between 143.3 and 347.7 MHz. It depends on the operating conditions, when 
the timing violation occurs. The worst case is a timing violation at 143.3 MHz, which 
means a voltage of 1.35 V at a temperature of 125 °C. The worst cases from the two other 
paths are 131.7 MHz (icu_ahb) and 155.7 MHz (dmac_burst). In the releases of S-GOLD, 
the nominal frequency of 120.48 MHz is used in the MLAHB. The worst maximum 
allowed frequencies for the three paths are all higher than the nominal frequency, which 
means there are no setup violations. 
 
Hold checks are performed in the normal min-max analysis, but they are less interesting 
than setup checks, because they can easily be corrected. They are still important, because a 
hold violation will destroy a design’s functionality. In the min analysis, the worst total 
slack is 0.10 ns and the best 6.49 ns. In the max analysis, the total slack ranges from 0.28 
ns to 8.02 ns. Hence, there should not be any hold timing problems according to 
PrimeTime. 
 
To sum up test A, the Primetime analysis indicates that there should not be any timing 
problems in the design. The question is does the analysis give a satisfying picture of the 
real performance? At this point, my 
answer would be not satisfying 
enough. The reason is that neither on-
chip variations nor crosstalk effects 
have been considered. The 
comparison between the PrimeTime 
analysis and the evaluation board test 
will try to answer this question. This 
can be seen in section 5.5. A 
summary of the slacks from test A 
can be seen in table 3.3 and the 
maximum allowed frequencies for the 
three paths can be seen in table 3.4. 
 
In table 3.3, the “average path, worst 
slack” is the mean value of all 
endpoint slacks from the max 
analysis. In the same way, the 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup 
Worst slack 0.03 ns 
Best slack 8.05 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.53 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.44 ns 
Average path, mean value slack 5.49 ns 
Average delay path 2.81 ns 

Path \ Analysis Normal setup 
dmac_abw 143.3 – 347.7 MHz 
icu_ahb 131.7 – 341.3 MHz 
dmac_burst 155.7 – 379.4 MHz 

Table 3.3. Summary of the slacks from Test A. 

Table 3.4. Summary of the maximum allowed 
frequencies from Test A. 
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“average path, best slack” is the 
mean value of all endpoint 
slacks from the min analysis. 
The “average path, mean value” 
is the mean value of the 
“average path, worst slack” and 
the “average path, best slack”. 
The “average path delay” is 
calculated by substracting the 
“average path, mean value” 
from the nominal clock period 
(8.3 ns). This means that the 
clock path is also considered in 
the “average path delay”. 

3.5.2 Test B 
 
Normal min-max analysis 
 
The histogram in figure 3.4 
shows the total slack for the 
normal max analysis in test B. 
As can be seen, the design is 
free from setup violations. The 
total slack ranges from 0.14 ns 
to 7.92 ns and the mean value is 
5.09 ns. 
 
The min analysis also shows a 
positive result. The total slack 
ranges from 1.71 ns to 8.04 ns 
as can be seen in figure 3.5. The 
mean value has been calculated 
to 6.77 ns. An average path will 
have a slack between 5.09 ns 
and 6.77 ns. The setup checks 
indicate that there should not be 
any setup timing problems. 
 
The normal min-max setup analysis from the three paths gives the following slacks: 
 

• dmac_abw 0.996 – 5.585 ns 
• icu_ahb  0.967 – 5.595 ns 
• dmac_burst 1.114 – 5.661 ns 

 
The transformation to maximum allowed frequency results into: 
 

• dmac_abw 136.9 – 368.3 MHz 
• icu_ahb  136.4 – 369.7 MHz 
• dmac_burst 139.2 – 378.9 MHz 

Figure 3.4. Total slack from the normal max setup analysis in 
test B. 

Figure 3.5. Total slack from the normal min setup analysis 
in test B. 
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The detailed path timing report from the icu_ahb path, given in appendix A, shows the 
different contributions to the slack and how PrimeTime calculate the slack.  
 
In the enhanced test, the three paths dmac_abw, icu_ahb and dmac_burst have been 
analyzed with different voltages and temperatures. The results are depicted in figure 3.6 
through 3.8. The different curves come from the different analyses. For example, the “min 
–40 °C” curve comes from the min analysis conducted at –40 °C. The min curves are 
always above the max curves. The “Nominal” curve shows the frequency, which MLAHB 
uses normally. As can be seen in the figures, the maximum allowed frequency (for a 
correct operating design) for each temperature never goes under the nominal frequency 
(120.48 MHz). That means there are no setup violations. All three graphics indicate that 
there is a very strong dependency on voltage and temperature. Using 1.7 V instead of 
1.3 V may change the possible operating frequency between 130-175 MHz and a change 
from –40 °C to 125 °C may result in a frequency change between 35-70 MHz for the three 
paths. The graphics show when timing violations can occur. For example, consider the 
dmac_abw path operating at 125 °C. The conclusion from figure 3.6 is that according to 
PrimeTime somewhere between the “min 125 °C” and the “max 125°C” frequency curves 
a timing violation can occur. In a manufactured chip, timing violations can occur outside 
this interval. The two extreme cases (the “min -40 °C and the “max 125°C” curves) make 
up an interval containing the possible frequencies when a violation can occur according to 
PrimeTime. This interval (or only the lower limit) decides if it makes sense to test a path 
on the evaluation board. For example, a path with a maximum allowed frequency between 
300 and 400 MHz is not worth to test because on the evaluation board only frequencies 
between 60 and 200 MHz can be tested.  

 
 
 

Figure 3.6. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the enhanced test B. 
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Figure 3.8. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac burst in the enhanced test B. 

Figure 3.7. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the enhanced test B. 
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Normal OCV min-max analysis 
 
In the next part, on-chip 
variations are considered. The 
histogram in figure 3.9 shows 
the total slack from the OCV 
max analysis. The slack goes 
from 0.14 ns to 7.89 ns. The 
mean value is 4.97 ns. 
 
The total slack from the OCV 
min setup analysis can be seen 
in figure 3.10. The total slack 
ranges between 1.41 ns and 
8.01 ns. The mean value is 6.43 
ns, which leads to an average 
path with a slack from 4.97 ns 
to 6.43 ns. 
 
The slacks of the three paths in the min-max setup analysis are: 
 

• dmac_abw 0.905 – 4.757 ns 
• icu_ahb  0.824 – 4.850 ns 
• dmac_burst 1.013 – 4.957 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 135.2 -282.2 MHz 
• icu_ahb  133.8 -289.9 MHz 
• dmac_burst 137.2 -299.1 MHz 

 
The enhanced test with OCV 
shows only minor changes 
compared to the same test 
without OCV. In general, the 
maximum allowed frequency is 
only a few MHz lower now. 
The graphics in figure 3.11 
through 3.13 show the 
frequencies for each path. The 
small changes compared to the 
test without OCV are im-
possible for the eye to observe 
in the graphics. One thing that 
differentiates the two analyses 
from each other is that for high 
voltages some max and min 
curves, both with the same 
temperature, cross each other 
(see figure 3.11). This is very 

Figure 3.9. Total slack from the normal OCV max setup analysis 
in test B. 

Figure 3.10. Total slack from the normal OCV min setup analysis 
in test B. 
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strange because a max curve (the worst case) shall always be below the min curve (the best 
case) for the same temperature. The reason is that the design libraries are defined only for 
specific voltages and temperatures. The max version is defined for 1.35 V and 125 °C (also 
defined for 100 °C in the OCV case). In the same way, the min version is defined for 1.6 V 
and -40 °C (also defined for 0 °C in the OCV case). Table 3.1 in section 3.3.2 summarizes 
the PVT conditions where the design libraries are defined. PrimeTime handles other PVT 
values by applying a scaling factor to the delays to achieve the right delay values for the 
current process, voltage and temperature. This scaling factor is the reason why the curves 
cross each other. The conclusion is that the frequency curves in figure 3.11 to 3.13 should 
be interpreted carefully (the frequency curves for voltages less than 1.6 V look more like 
the expected ones). This should be applied to all graphics regarding the voltage and 
temperature variation in the enhanced tests. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.11. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the OCV enhanced test B. 
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Figure 3.12. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the OCV enhanced test B. 
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Figure 3.13. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the OCV enhanced test B. 
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Normal SI min-max analysis 
 
In the last part of test B, the 
analysis is performed with 
PrimeTime SI and crosstalk 
effects and OCV are con-
sidered. This case shall describe 
the real performance best. 
Figure 3.14 shows the total 
slack from the SI max setup 
analysis. For the first time, there 
are some setup violations. The 
total slack ranges from -0.16 ns 
to 7.50 ns with a mean value of 
4.44 ns. The paths with negative 
slacks must be more deeply 
analyzed in further research. 
Two questions should be 
answered. Why are there 
violations? What can be done to 
turn the negative slack into a 
positive one? Unfortunately, the 
questions are beyond the scope 
of this document. 
 
The SI min setup analysis is 
free from violations. The total 
slack ranges from 1.23 ns to 
7.80 ns and has a mean value of 
6.17 ns. The histogram in figure 
3.15 shows the total slack. An 
average path has a slack 
between 4.44 ns and 6.17 ns, 
which is still very good, but the 
violations in the max setup 
check must first be dealt with 
before the design can pass the 
timing analysis. 
 
The three paths have in the SI min-max setup analysis the following slacks: 
 

• dmac_abw 0.033 – 4.332 ns 
• icu_ahb  0.053 – 4.397 ns 
• dmac_burst 0.022 – 4.484 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 121.0 – 252.0 MHz 
• icu_ahb  121.3 – 256.2 MHz 
• dmac_burst 120.8 – 262.1 MHz 

Figure 3.14. Total slack from the normal SI max setup analysis in 
test B. 

Figure 3.15. Total slack from the normal SI min setup analysis in 
test B. 
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The results from the enhanced test with SI are illustrated in figure 3.16 through 3.18. In 
this analysis, the frequencies are much lower than in the analysis with and without OCV. 
Hence, the crosstalk effects have a big influence on the timing performance. In the 
graphics can be seen that for low voltages and high temperatures, the frequency is below 
the nominal one. Hence, there are timing violations in the setup check for respective path. 
The reader may ask why the enhanced test indicates timing violations in the three paths, 
but the max setup analysis shows a positive slack. Can this be right? The answer is yes. 
The max setup analysis has the same max temperature (125 °C), but has 1.35 V as 
minimum voltage and not 1.3 V. The frequency curves “max 125 °C” cross the nominal 
frequency just before 1.35 V for all paths. 

Figure 3.17. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the SI enhanced test B. 
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Figure 3.16. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the SI enhanced test B. 
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A summary of the slacks from test B can be seen in table 3.5. Table 3.6 summarizes the 
maximum allowed frequencies for the three paths from test B. 
 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
Worst slack 1.71 ns 0.14 ns -0.16 ns 
Best slack 8.04 ns 8.01 ns 7.50 ns 
Average path, worst slack 5.09 ns 4.97 ns 4.44 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.77 ns 6.43 ns 6.17 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.93 ns 5.70 ns 5.31 ns 
Average path delay 2.37 ns 2.60 ns 2.99 ns 

 
 
 

Path \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
dmac_abw 136.9 – 368.3 MHz 135.2 – 282.2 MHz 121.0 – 252.0 MHz 
icu_ahb 136.4 – 369.7 MHz 133.8 – 289.9 MHz 121.3 – 256.2 MHz 
dmac_burst 139.2 – 378.9 MHz 137.2 – 299.1 MHz 120.8 – 262.1 MHz 

 
 
As can be seen in table 3.5, all slacks are smaller for the OCV case, when the cases with 
and without OCV are compared. Especially the worst slack is much smaller. This shows 
that OCV can have a big influence on the design in the PrimeTime analysis. On the other 
hand, all slacks are even smaller when the crosstalk effects are considered. The influence 
of OCV and SI can also be seen in table 3.6. Now the question is: How is the timing 
performance in a manufactured chip? On-chip variations and crosstalk effects shall model 
the real performance best. Hence, the SI analysis should be considered. Test A and B are 
compared in section 5.4. Section 5.5 investigates which test models the real performance 
the best. 

Table 3.5. Summary of the slacks from Test B. 

Table 3.6. Summary of the maximum allowed frequencies from Test B. 
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Figure 3.18. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the SI enhanced test B. 
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Figure 3.19. Total slack from the normal max setup analysis in 
test C. 

3.5.3 Test C 
 
Normal min-max analysis 
 
The max setup analysis shows 
that there are violations in the 
design. This can be seen in 
figure 3.19, which shows the 
total slack. The worst slack is    
-0.87 ns and the best one is 7.87 
ns. The mean value is calcu-
lated to be 4.50 ns. 
 
Figure 3.20 contains the total 
slack from the min setup 
analysis. The slack ranges from 
1.72 ns to 8.04 ns and the mean 
value is 6.77 ns. Hence, the 
average path will have a slack 
between 4.50 ns and 6.77 ns.  
 
The three paths have in the min-max setup analysis the following slacks: 
 

• dmac_abw -0.867 – 5.584 ns 
• icu_ahb  -0.613 – 5.595 ns 
• dmac_burst -0.637 – 5.658 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 109.1 – 368.2 MHz 
• icu_ahb  112.2 – 369.7 MHz 
• dmac_burst 111.9 – 378.5 MHz 

 
The graphics over the voltage 
and temperature variation from 
the three paths can be seen in 
figure 3.21 through 3.23. All 
paths show that there are timing 
violations for low voltage and at 
high temperature, as expected 
from the min-max analysis for 
the three paths. The gaps 
between the min and max 
frequency curves at same 
temperature are very big. This 
means a timing violation can 
occur for a wide range of 
frequencies, which leads to a 
very inaccurate estimation when 
a timing violation should occur 

Figure 3.20. Total slack from the normal min setup analysis in 
test C. 
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for the evaluation board test. Therefore, it is difficult to say if a timing violation should 
occur below 200 MHz.  
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.21. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the enhanced test C. 
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Figure 3.22. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the enhanced test C. 
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Normal OCV min-max analysis 
 
In the OCV max setup is the 
total slack between -0.97 ns and 
7.83 ns. Figure 3.24 illustrates 
this. The calculated mean value 
is 4.32 ns. 
 
Figure 3.25 shows the total 
slack from the OCV min setup 
analysis. The total slack goes 
from 1.42 ns up to 8.01 ns and 
the mean value is 6.43 ns. The 
average path goes from 4.32 ns 
to 6.43 ns.  
 
The three paths have in the 
OCV min-max setup analysis 
the following slacks: 
 

• dmac_abw -0.986 – 4.755 ns 
• icu_ahb  -0.805 – 4.850 ns 
• dmac_burst -0.772 – 4.958 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 107.7 – 282.1 MHz 
• icu_ahb  109.8 – 289.9 MHz 
• dmac_burst 110.2 – 299.2 MHz 

The gap between max and min analysis in the voltage and temperature variation is smaller 
in the OCV analysis than without OCV (the gap is also smaller for the same comparison in 
test B). This can be seen in figure 3.21 through 3.23 compared to figure 3.26 through 3.28. 

Figure 3.24. Total slack from the normal OCV max setup analysis 
in test C. 

Figure 3.23. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the enhanced test C. 
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It is the min cases that show a 
much smaller slack in the OCV 
analysis. The slacks in the max 
case are only a few MHz 
smaller than without OCV. 

Figure 3.25. Total slack from the normal OCV min setup analysis 
in test C. 

Figure 3.26. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the OCV enhanced test C. 
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Figure 3.27. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the OCV enhanced test C. 
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Figure 3.28. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the OCV enhanced test C. 
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Normal SI min-max analysis 
 
The last analysis of test C is 
with PrimeTime SI. As can be 
seen in figure 3.29 compared to 
figure 3.24, the crosstalk effects 
have a big influence on the 
timing performance. The 
histogram in figure 3.29 shows 
the total slack from the SI max 
setup analysis and indicates that 
there are many violations. The 
total slack ranges from -1.94 ns 
to 7.37 ns and the mean value is 
3.72 ns. 
 
The min setup analysis has a total slack between 1.22 ns and 7.79 ns, which can be seen in 
the total slack histogram in figure 3.30. The total slack is between 1.23 ns and 7.80 ns. The 
mean value is 6.17 ns. The average path will have a slack from 3.72 ns to 6.17 ns. 
 
The three paths show a lot of negative worst slacks. They belong to the most critical ones 
in the SI max analysis in test C. The slacks are as following: 
 

• dmac_abw -1.921 – 4.319 ns 
• icu_ahb  -1.939 – 4.384 ns 
• dmac_burst -1.876 – 4.481 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 97.8 – 251.2 MHz 
• icu_ahb  97.7 – 255.4 MHz 
• dmac_burst 98.3 – 261.8 MHz 

 
The voltage and temperature 
variation of the three paths in 
the SI analysis are depicted in 
figure 3.31 through 3.33. As 
can be seen, there are timing 
violations for all temperatures 
at 1.3 V. The max 125 °C case 
shows timing violations up to 
1.5 V. This is worse than in the 
analysis with only OCV. The 
overall performances of the 
paths are worst in the SI 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.29. Total slack from the normal SI max setup analysis in 
test C. 

Figure 3.30. Total slack from the normal SI min setup analysis in 
test C. 
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Figure 3.31. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the SI enhanced test C. 
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Figure 3.32. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the SI enhanced test C. 
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In order to have an overview of test C, table 3.7 and 3.8 summarizes the slack and the 
maximum allowed frequency for all the cases. 
 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
Worst slack -0.87 ns -0.97 ns -1.94 ns 
Best slack 8.04 ns 8.01 ns 7.79 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.50 ns 4.32 ns 3.72 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.77 ns 6.43 ns 6.17 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.64 ns 5.38 ns 4.95 ns 
Average path delay 2.66 ns 2.92 ns 3.35 ns 

 
 

Path \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
dmac_abw 109.1 – 368.2 MHz 107.7 – 282.1 MHz 97.8 – 251.2 MHz 
icu_ahb 112.2 – 368.7 MHz 109.8 – 289.9 MHz 97.7 – 256.2 MHz 
dmac_burst 111.9 – 378.5 MHz 110.2 – 299.2MHz 98.3 – 262.1 MHz 

 
The influence of OCV and crosstalk effects can be seen in table 3.7 and 3.8. The slack is 
smaller if OCV is considered and even smaller with SI (as in test B). Test B and C are 
compared in section 5.2. Section 5.5 investigates if this test models the real performance 
best. 

Table 3.7. Summary of the slacks from Test C. 

Table 3.8. Summary of the maximum allowed frequencies from Test C. 

Figure 3.33. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the SI enhanced test C. 
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3.5.4 Test D 
 
Normal min-max analysis 
 
The histogram in figure 3.34 
shows that there are many 
violations in the max setup 
analysis. The worst slack is       
-2.18 ns and the best one is 7.97 
ns. The mean value is 3.55 ns. 
 
In the min setup analysis, the 
slack goes from 1.58 ns to 8.02 
ns. Figure 3.35 depicts the total 
slack from the min setup 
analysis in test D. The mean 
value is calculated to 6.47 ns. 
The slack from the average path 
ranges from 3.55 ns to 6.47 ns. 
 
The three paths have all negative worst slacks in the max-min setup analysis. The slacks 
are as following: 
 

• dmac_abw -1.233 – 5.387 ns 
• icu_ahb  -1.640 – 5.313 ns 
• dmac_burst -0.094 – 5.733 ns 

 
This leads to the following frequencies: 
 

• dmac_abw 104.9 – 343.3 MHz 
• icu_ahb  100.6 – 334.8 MHz 
• dmac_burst 119.3 – 389.6 MHz 

 
The results from the voltage and 
temperature variations for the 
three paths can be seen in figure 
3.36 through 3.38. The figures 
indicate that there are timing 
violations in the extreme case 
low voltage and high temp-
erature. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.34. Total slack from the normal max setup analysis in 
test D. 

Figure 3.35. Total slack from the normal min setup analysis in 
test D. 
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Figure 3.36. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac abw in the enhanced test D. 
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Figure 3.37. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the enhanced test D. 
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Normal OCV min-max analysis 
 
The histogram in figure 3.39 
shows that the OCV max setup 
analysis has many violations 
and a large negative worst 
slack. The total slack ranges 
from -2.30 ns to 7.74 ns. The 
calculated mean value is 3.31 
ns. 
 
The total slack from the OCV 
min setup analysis ranges from 
1.30 ns to 7.99 ns, which can be 
seen in figure 3.40. The mean 
value is now 6.10 ns. Hence, the 
average path has a slack 
between 3.31 ns and 6.10 ns.  
 
The slacks of the three paths are as following in the OCV max-min setup: 
 

• dmac_abw -1.511 – 4.596 ns 
• icu_ahb  -1.645 – 4.635 ns 
• dmac_burst -0.284 – 5.085 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 101.9 – 270.0 MHz 
• icu_ahb  100.6 – 272.9 MHz 
• dmac_burst 116.5 – 311.0 MHz 

 

Figure 3.38. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the enhanced test D. 
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Figure 3.39. Total slack from the normal OCV max setup analysis 
in test D. 
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The gap between max and min 
analysis in the voltage and 
temperature variation is smaller 
in the OCV analysis than 
without OCV. This can be seen 
in figure 3.41 through 3.43 
(compared with figure 3.36 
through 3.38). It is the min 
cases that show a much smaller 
slack in the OCV analysis. The 
slacks in the max cases are only 
a few MHz smaller than without 
OCV. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.40. Total slack from the normal OCV min setup analysis 
in test D. 

Figure 3.41. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the OCV enhanced test D. 
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Figure 3.42. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the OCV enhanced test D. 
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Figure 3.43. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the OCV enhanced test D. 
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Normal SI min-max analysis 
 
In test D, the SI max setup 
analysis has about three times 
more violations compared to the 
OCV max setup analysis in test 
D. In figure 3.44 can be seen 
that the total slack is between    
-3.93 ns and 7.51 ns. The 
calculated mean value is 2.54 
ns. 
 
The total slack from the SI min 
setup analysis ranges from 
1.01 ns to 7.74 ns. Figure 3.45 
shows the total slack. The mean 
value is here 5.80 ns, which 
results into an average path with 
a slack between 2.54 ns and 
5.80 ns. 
 
The three paths from the SI min-max setup analysis have all very big negative worst 
slacks. The slacks are: 
 

• dmac_abw -2.611 – 4.208 ns 
• icu_ahb  -2.780 – 4.168 ns 
• dmac_burst -1.054 – 4.763 ns 

 
The corresponding frequencies are: 
 

• dmac_abw 91.7 – 244.4 MHz 
• icu_ahb  90.3 – 242.0 MHz 
• dmac_burst 106.9 – 282.7 MHz 

 
The three paths have big 
negative slacks in the max 
analysis. This can also be seen 
in the voltage and temperature 
variation depicted in figure 3.46 
through 3.48. For low voltages 
and high temperatures, the 
frequency curves are below the 
nominal one.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.44. Total slack from normal SI max setup analysis in 
test D. 

Figure 3.45. Total slack from normal SI min setup analysis in 
test D. 
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Figure 3.47. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the SI enhanced test D. 
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Figure 3.46. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_abw in the SI enhanced test D. 
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Table 3.9 and 3.10 summarize the results from test D. They contain the slack respectively 
the maximum allowed frequency from the different cases. 
 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
Worst slack -2.18 ns -2.30 ns -3.93 ns 
Best slack 8.02 ns 7.99 ns 7.74 ns 
Average path, worst slack 3.55 ns 3.31 ns 2.54 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.47 ns 6.10 ns 5.80 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.01 ns 4.71 ns 4.17 ns 
Average path delay 3.29 ns 3.59 ns 4.13 ns 

 
 
 

Path \ Analysis Max setup OCV max setup SI max setup 
dmac_abw 104.9 – 343.3 MHz 101.9 – 270.0 MHz 91.7 – 244.4 MHz 
icu_ahb 100.6 – 334.8 MHz 100.6 – 272.9 MHz 90.3 – 242.0 MHz 
dmac_burst 119.3 – 389.6 MHz 116.5 – 311.0 MHz 106.9 – 282.7 MHz 

 
As in test B and C, OCV and crosstalk effects can have a big influence on the timing 
performance. It can be seen in table 3.9 and 3.10. All slacks and frequencies are smaller if 
OCV is considered and even smaller for SI. Test A and D are compared in section 5.3 and 
test C and D in section 5.1. Section 5.5 investigates if this test models the real performance 
best. 
 

Table 3.10. Summary of the maximum allowed frequencies from Test D. 

Table 3.9. Summary of the slacks from Test D. 

Figure 3.48. Maximum allowed frequency for path dmac_burst in the SI enhanced test D. 
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4 Evaluation Board Test 
This chapter deals with the test conducted on the evaluation board. In section 4.1, there is a 
general description of the test and the board. Section 4.2 describes what a pattern is and 
shows how a pattern is generated. The test performed by the automatic measurement 
system (AMS) is described in section 4.3. There are many limitations in the evaluation 
board test and they are explained in section 4.4. In the last section, the results from the test 
are shown. 

4.1 Description 
The kernel of the evaluation board is the S-GOLD chip. The board can be seen in figure 
4.1. The socket in the middle contains S-GOLD. The chip is exchangeable. Thus, different 
chips can be tested. All the releases of S-GOLD have the same pin configuration. Hence, 
they can all be tested on the evaluation board. The board has many interfaces to the user. 
For example a display, a keypad, a USB port, two COM ports. In the test, the two COM 
ports are used and they are connected to a computer. 

 
The pattern or in other words the test code (see section 4.2) is transferred to the S-GOLD 
by a random access memory (RAM) loader program using one of the COM ports. The 
other COM port is for feedback of the test. The result from a test can be seen in a 
HyperTerminal window on the computer screen. The test is performed at room 
temperature and with 1.5 V. This will give a first overview from the timing performance. 
A more deeply investigation (at different temperatures and voltages) has been conducted. 
This is described in section 4.3. 

Figure 4.1. A picture of the evaluation board. 
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The test is constructed in the 
way described in the block 
schematic in figure 4.2. In the 
initializing phase, the ARM-
processor and the required 
registers for the current test are 
initialized. In the same phase, 
the clock frequency is set to 60 
MHz, which is the start 
frequency of the test. The next 
step is to run the generated 
pattern (see section 4.2) to 
stimulate the specific path. If 
the result is as expected and the 
test is not finished, the 
frequency is increased and 
again the pattern is executed. 
This loop will go on until the 
test is finished or until the 
result is not as expected. The 
test is finished when the clock 
frequency reaches 200 MHz. If 
the result is not as expected, 
the test ends with a failure 
message. 
 
The clock frequency of MLAHB is controlled by the phase locked loop (PLL) and the 
phase shifters in S-GOLD. They are programmable and thus the clock frequency can be 
changed. 

4.2 Pattern Generation 
This section describes how to generate a pattern (a test code) to verify the timing 
performance of S-GOLD. The timing performance can only be tested by stimulating each 
timing path (see section 3.1.2). This can impossibly be done for all paths in a larger design. 
That would cost too much time. It is sufficient to test the most critical paths. They can be 
found by performing a static timing analysis, like the one in chapter three. In the analysis, 
reports from the most critical path help to get an overview from the timing performance. 
After that, some timing paths can be chosen for the evaluation board test. The next step is 
to understand the path. Two central questions are how to stimulate the path and what 
influence has the stimulation. This investigation can be very time consuming. Some paths 
can be very hard to stimulate. Writing to the start register may not result in a change in the 
end register, because there may be dependencies from other registers for example. 
Sometimes, writing directly to the start register cannot be done. In those cases, a register 
must be found that changes the start register. Moreover, the end register may not directly 
be readable and must be read or interpreted through another register. In order to find a 
solution, one has to look in the VHDL source code. This can be a very time consuming 
examination, but it is the only way to see all dependencies and to find the right solution. 
 
If a solution is found for a path, then a pattern is written in C code. The next step is to 
compile the code and verify the behavior with ModelSim. This program can only verify 

No 
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Initialization 

Run pattern 

End of test 

Test 
passed?

Test 
finished? 

Start of test 

Increase frequency 

Figure 4.2. Run flow of a test conducted on the evaluation board 
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the functionality and not the timing performance. The last step is to compile the C code 
into a hex file and an axf file. The hex file is used in the test described in section 4.1 and 
the axf file is used in the AMS test in section 4.3. 
 
Patterns have been generated for a few timing paths and all have been tested on the 
evaluation board at room temperature, but only two paths (icu_ahb and ebu) have been 
send to AMS. The reason why the other could not be send to AMS is explained in section 
4.4. The pattern, which were to be generated consist of the following paths: 
 

• icu_ahb (deals with an interrupt) 
 

• ebu (a data transfer to the external memory by the ARM-processor) 
 

• dmac_burst (a burst transfer performed by a DMA controller) 
 

• dmac_abw (a capture of a DMA transfer by the bus watcher) 
 

• dmac_ebu (data transfer to the external memory by a DMA controller) 
 

• fpi (contains a response signal from a super block to MLAHB) 
 

• arm_fiq (a fast interrupt of the ARM requested by the ICU) 

4.3 AMS 
AMS stands for automatic measurement system. It is a test system in the system 
engineering department of Infineon Technologies and is located in Munich. Their test 
equipment can perform the same test described in section 4.1 with different voltages and at 
different temperatures. For the test at AMS, the evaluation board has been placed in a 
heating/cooling box. In this way, the temperature can be adjusted to the required constant 
value. They have access to different voltage supplies, which was not the case at the 
evaluation board at room temperature. The tests performed by AMS have been conducted 
with 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 V and at -10, 0, 35 and 70 °C. In the evaluation board test, a 
hex file has been used to program the S-GOLD chip. AMS requires instead an axf file to 
programme the S-GOLD chip. The two files contain exactly the same pattern. The report 
file from the test contains detailed information about the conditions in the test. The 
conditions contain for example the current temperature and the voltages in the main core, 
external memory or in the PLL. The results from the AMS test can be seen in section 4.5. 

4.4 Limitations 
The test and the chosen timing paths are described above. It would have been optimal to 
send all patterns to the AMS to get more data for the comparison between the evaluation 
board test and the PrimeTime analysis. Unfortunately, all patterns could not be stimulated 
in the right way or showed no sign of timing violation at room temperature. The last reason 
may not be a reason to decline a pattern.  
 
The timing performance of the arm_fiq path cannot be verified in the test. The request 
triggers an interrupt routine in the ARM-processor. If a timing violation occurs, the request 
will come one clock period later. This is impossible to confirm in the test. 
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The fpi path could also not be sent to AMS. During the pattern generation, it was 
impossible to find a solution. The path showed no sign of change in the end register with 
the applied stimulation. The reason is that the path is impossible to stimulate in this special 
case. 
 
The dmac_ebu path has the same end register as the ebu path, but the start registers are 
different. In the PrimeTime analysis, the dmac_ebu shows a better slack and none of the 
paths have a timing violation below 200 MHz in the evaluation board test at room 
temperature. Therefore, only the ebu path has been send to AMS. 
 
The timing performance of the dmac_abw path is impossible to test on the evaluation 
board. This is because a special register (for now on called JTAG) cannot be set to logic 
one in the evaluation board. When it is a logic zero, the ability to capture data from the bus 
is disabled. 
 
The dmac_burst path is impossible to stimulate. The end register cannot be changed with 
the applied stimulation. 
 
In the dmac_ebu path, no timing violations below 200 MHz could be seen. The frequency 
can be increased further, but very soon the ARM-processor will break down. Hence, it 
makes no sense to go up in frequency. 

4.5 Results 
Only the icu_ahb and ebu paths have been tested by AMS. The other paths could not be 
tested or showed no timing violations below 200 MHz in the evaluation board test at room 
temperature. Hence, those patterns were not sent to AMS. 
 
The results from the icu_ahb path in test A&D and B&C can be seen in table 4.1 through 
4.3. Table 4.1 shows the result from test A&D. Only one chip (with the first netlist version 
of S-GOLD) has been tested for test A and test D. Table 4.2 and 4.3 show the results from 
two different S-GOLD chips in test B&C. For test B and test C, two different S-GOLD 
chips (both with the second netlist version of S-GOLD) has been tested. The “Time out” in 
the tables means that no value could be found due to failure of the ARM-processor. The 
“Not tested” means that the test was not performed for those voltages and temperatures. 
The “greater than” sign means that no timing violation has occurred below this frequency 
(no further frequency has been tested for that temperature and voltage). 
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Frequency [MHz] just before a timing violation 
  Voltage [V]  
Temperature [°C] 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7 

-10 Time out 135,81 152,00 168,85 184,66 
0 135,81 Not tested 152,00 168,85 184,66 
35 132,66 Not tested 150,00 164,66 182,00 

70 130,00 Not tested 141,81 159,33 168,85 
 
 
 
 
 

Frequency [MHz] just before a timing violation 
  Voltage [V]  
Temperature [°C] 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7 

-10 Time out 197,00 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 
0 Time out 197,00 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 

35 Time out 189,42 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 
70 Time out 184,66 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 

 
 
 
 

Frequency [MHz] just before a timing violation 
  Voltage [V]  
Temperature [°C] 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7 

-10 Time out >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 
0 Time out >197,00 >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 

35 Time out Time out >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 
70 Time out Time out >200,57 >200,57 >200,57 

 
In the AMS test, the ebu path shows no sign of timing violations. Either the test was timed 
out or passed successfully. This means that there are no problems with timing violations 
except for the time out cases. In those cases, nothing can be told due to failure in the 
ARM-processor. 
 
The results from the icu_ahb path are depicted in figure 4.3 through 4.5. In the figures, the 
“Time out” values have been left out. Interpolation has been used to estimate the “Not 
tested” values. For the greater than values, the maximum frequency from the test (197.00 
or 200.57 MHz) have been used. Figure 4.3 shows the voltage and temperature 
dependency in the maximum allowed frequency for a correct operating design in test 

Table 4.1. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in test A&D. 

Table 4.3. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in test B&C (chip 2). 
 

Table 4.2. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in test B&C (chip 1). 
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Figure 4.3. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the evaluation board test A&D. 
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A&D. As expected, there is a strong dependency of voltage and temperature. Figure 4.4 
and 4.5 contains the same frequency curves, but for chip one and two in test B&C. The 
strong voltage and temperature dependency cannot be seen in test B&C. There are too few 
timing violations in the test. This is due to ARM-processor failure or that there are no 
timing violations below 200 MHz. There are only timing violations for 1.4 V. As can be 
seen in the graphics and the tables, there is a big difference between test A&D and B&C. 
In section 5.5, the results from the icu_ahb paths will be compared with the PrimeTime 
results. 
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Figure 4.4. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the evaluation board test B&C (chip 1).  
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Figure 4.5. Maximum allowed frequency for path icu_ahb in the evaluation board test B&C (chip 2). 
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5 Comparisons 
This chapter deals with comparisons between the two netlist (section 5.1), between the 
different design packages (section 5.2 and 5.3), between the first and the second releases of 
S-GOLD (section 5.4) and between the PrimeTime analyses and the evaluation board test 
(section 5.5). 

5.1 PrimeTime, Test C versus Test D 
This section compares the first and the second netlist of S-GOLD. PrimeTime uses the 
same design package for Test C and D. In this way, the only difference between the two 
tests are the netlists. The two tests have been synthesized and optimized in different ways. 
This means, the start and the end points are the same, but the path in between can be total 
different (for example, cells which are bigger and faster or a complete new solution is 
implemented). 
 
As can be seen in table 5.1, test C has a better overall timing performance. Especially the 
“worst slack” is better in test C than in test D. It is more interesting to compare the 
“average path dealy” in the two tests. The conclusion is according to the PrimeTime 
analyses, the second netlist is a better solution (better optimized) when timing performance 
is considered. Comparing the “average path delays” states that the timing performance is 
19.1 % (normal setup), 18.7 % (normal OCV setup) and 18.9 % (normal SI setup) better in 
test C than in test D. 
 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
Test C    
Worst slack -0.87 ns -0.97 ns -1.94 ns 
Best slack 8.04 ns 8.01 ns 7.79 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.50 ns 4.32 ns 3.72 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.77 ns 6.43 ns 6.17 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.64 ns 5.38 ns 4.95 ns 
Average path delay 2.66 ns 2.92 ns 3.35 ns 
Test D    
Worst slack -2.18 ns -2.30 ns -3.93 ns 
Best slack 8.02 ns 7.99 ns 7.74 ns 
Average path, worst slack 3.55 ns 3.31 ns 2.54 ns  
Average path, best slack 6.47 ns 6.10 ns 5.80 ns  
Average path, mean value 5.01 ns 4.71 ns 4.17 ns  
Average path delay 3.29 ns 3.59 ns 4.13 ns 

 

5.2 PrimeTime, Test B versus Test C 
This section compares DP2 (test B) and DP3 (test C). The netlist is the same in both tests. 
This means that the timing paths are identical in both tests. The only thing that differs is 
that PrimeTime uses different design packages in the tests. The slacks from the analyses in 
test B and C can be seen in table 5.2. As can be seen, the “worst slack” is much worse in 

Table 5.1. Summary of slacks from test C and D. 
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test C compared to test B for all analyses, but the “best slack” stays almost the same. The 
average path slack is also worse in test C compared to test B (the upper limit is the same, 
but not the lower one). The conclusion is that paths in general have a lower “worst slack” 
with DP3, but the best slack is almost unchanged. This means that the min versions (used 
in the min analysis) of DP2 and DP3 are almost the same. The big difference is between 
the max versions (used in the max analysis). Comparing the “average path delay” states 
that the timing performance is 10.9 % (normal setup), 11.0 % (normal OCV setup) and 
10.7 % (normal SI setup) better in test B than in test C. 
 

Type of slack \ Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
Test B    
Worst slack 1.71 ns 0.14 ns -0.16 ns 
Best slack 8.04 ns 8.01 ns 7.50 ns 
Average path, worst slack 5.09 ns 4.97 ns 4.44 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.77 ns 6.43 ns 6.17 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.93 ns 5.70 ns 5.31 ns 
Average path delay 2.37 ns 2.60 ns 2.99 ns 
Test C    
Worst slack -0.87 ns -0.97 ns -1.94 ns 
Best slack 8.04 ns 8.01 ns 7.79 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.50 ns 4.32 ns 3.72 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.77 ns 6.43 ns 6.17 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.64 ns 5.38 ns 4.95 ns 
Average path delay 2.66 ns 2.92 ns 3.35 ns 

 
 
 

Figure 5.1. Comparison between the mean value of the average path in the PT max analyses of test B and 
test C at 35 °C.
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Table 5.2. Summary of slacks from test B and C. 
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Figure 5.1 compares the mean value of the average path of the PT analyses from test B and 
test C at 35 °C. It can be seen that the PT curves for test C are below the respective curves 
for test B. This means, the PrimeTime analysis in test C is more pessimistic than test B. 
The only difference between the two tests is that they use different design packages. 
Hence, DP3 is more pessimistic than DP2. 

5.3 PrimeTime, Test A versus Test D 
The comparison between DP1 (test A) and DP3 (test D) can only be done for the normal 
min-max analysis. This is because no other analysis has been conducted in test A.  There is 
a big difference in the “worst slack” and in the “average path, worst slack” between the 
two tests, which can be seen in table 5.3. Test D shows worse slacks than test A. The “best 
slack” and the “average path, best slack” are almost the same in test A and D. The 
conclusion is that the min versions of DP1 and DP2 are almost the same and that the max 
versions are very different. The timing performance is better in test A. Comparing the 
“average path delay” states that the timing performance is 14.6 % better in test A than in 
test D. Since the only difference between test A and D is that PrimeTime uses different 
design packages, the conclusion is that DP3 is more pessimistic than DP1. 
 

Type of slack \ Test A D 
Worst slack 0.03 ns -2.18 ns 
Best slack 8.05 ns 8.02 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.53 ns 3.55 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.44 ns 6.47 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.49 ns 5.01 ns 
Average path delay  2.81 ns 3.29 ns 

 
 
 

5.4 PrimeTime, Test A versus Test B 
This section compares the first and the second release of S-GOLD. The two releases differ 
due to different synthesis and layout. They are also optimized with different design 
packages. The starting point and the endpoints are the same, but the path in between can be 
total different (for example, cells which are bigger and faster or a complete new solution is 
implemented). 
 
In test A, only a PrimeTime normal min-max analysis has been conducted. Therefore, the 
comparison between test A and B will only involve the normal min-max setup case. As can 
be seen in table 5.4, test B has a better overall timing performance. Especially the “worst 
slack” is better in test B than in test A. Comparing the “average path delay” states that the 
timing performance is 15.7 % better in test B than in test A. The conclusion is according to 
the PrimeTime analyses, the timing performance is better in the second release. On the 
other hand, considering the three paths in table 5.5, the dmac_abw and dmac_burst paths 
show a worse timing performance in test B, but the icu_ahb path shows a better timing 
performance in test B. This shows that the timing path can be very different in two 
releases. 
 
 
 

Table 5.3. Summary of slacks from the normal analyses in test A and D. 
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5.5 PrimeTime versus Evaluation Board 
This section contains comparisons between the PrimeTime analysis and the evaluation 
board test. The point is to see how the correlation is between the real performance and the 
calculated performance by PrimeTime. The frequency curves from the voltage and 
temperature variation in the PrimeTime analysis and evaluation board test are put together 
in graphics. This will be done for each temperature used in the evaluation board test, but 
only the icu_ahb path will be considered. 
 
In all cases (section 5.5.1 through 5.5.4), two assumptions have been made. The first is that 
the three chips, which have been tested in the evaluation board test, reflect an average chip. 
The second is that an average path in the PrimeTime has a slack equal to the mean value of 
the slacks from the min and max analysis (at the same temperature). This leads to that a 
frequency curve from the evaluation board test shall be in the middle of the curves from 
the min and max analysis. If the assumptions are wrong, the conclusion from the 
comparisons will not hold. 

Type of slack \ Test A B 
Worst slack 0.03 ns 1.71 ns 
Best slack 8.05 ns 8.04 ns 
Average path, worst slack 4.53 ns 5.09 ns 
Average path, best slack 6.44 ns 6.77 ns 
Average path, mean value 5.49 ns 5.93 ns 
Average path delay  2.81 ns 2.37 ns 

Path \ Test A B 
dmac_abw 143.3 – 347.7 MHz 136.9 – 368.3 MHz 
icu_ahb 131.7 – 341.3 MHz 136.4 – 369.7 MHz 
dmac_burst 155.7 – 379.4 MHz 139.2 – 378.9 MHz 

Table 5.5. Summary of the maximum allowed frequencies from test A and B. 

Table 5.4. Summary of the slacks in the normal analyses from test A and B.  
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5.5.1 Test A 
The evaluation board frequency curves from the different temperatures are close to each 
other (see figure 5.2). The evaluation board values come from table 4.1. Only a few MHz 
separate the curves. In all the comparison grafics, there are only measured values for 1.3, 
1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 volt. Excel has used interpolation to estimate the values in between 
these values. From the PrimeTime analysis, only one value is available for each analysis, 
because only a min-max analysis has been conducted. This is due to the lack of a SPEF 
file. The first release uses instead a SDF file. Analyses for other temperatures than in the 
min-max analysis cannot be done with the current SDF file. The max analysis is performed 
with 1.35 V at 125 °C. The min analysis is performed with 1.6 V at -40 °C.  An average 
path frequency curve should have the same distance at 1.35 V to the PrimeTime max value 
as at 1.6 V to the PrimeTime min value. As can be seen in figure 5.2, the distances are far 
from being equal (a few MHz to the PrimeTime max value and around 200 MHz to the 
PrimeTime min value). The conclusion from the comparison is that the PrimeTime min-
max analysis in test A does not describe the real performance. The real performance seems 
to be worse compared to the PT results. 

5.5.2  Test B 
Figure 5.3 through 5.6 illustrate the comparison between the evaluation board test and the 
PrimeTime analyses in test B for each temperature in the evaluation board test. The four 
graphics are almost the same. The difference is more or less only an offset value in the 
curves. The evaluation board values come from table 4.2. In the graphics, some values 
from the evaluation boards are missing. Section 4.5 explains why those values are missing. 
The two evaluation board curves (values) should be in the middle of the PrimeTime min 
and the PrimeTime max curves, the PrimeTime OCV min and the PrimeTime OCV max 
curves or the PrimeTime SI min and the PrimeTime SI max curves. As can be seen in 
figure 5.3 and 5.4, the evaluation board values are almost in the middle of both the 
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Figure 5.2. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime for all temperatures for test A. 
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Temperature\Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
-10 °C 20.6 % above 7.1 % above 5.7 % below 
0 °C 18.8 % above 5.5 % above 7.1 % below 

35 °C 17.6 % above 4.5 % above 7.6 % below 
70 °C 15.1 % above 1.3 % above 8.8 % below 

PrimeTime OCV min-max curves and the PrimeTime SI min-max curves, but definitely 
not in the middle of the PrimeTime min-max curves. The same conclusion can be drawn in  
the comparison for 35 and 70 °C, but evaluation board values fit even better to the 
PrimeTime OCV min-max curves. On the contrary, the evaluation board values match the 
PrimeTime SI min-max curves worse than for -10 and 0 °C, but still acceptable. The 
evaluation board values are still far from being in the middle of the PrimeTime min-max 
curves. The distance of the mean value of the PrimeTime min-max curves for 1.4 V from 
the evaluation board one curves can be seen in table 5.6. For the evaluation board two, 
only values for 0 °C are available and they are the same as in evaluation board one. The 
conclusion is that the PrimeTime min-max analysis is too optimistic and both the 
PrimeTime OCV min-max and PrimeTime SI min-max analyses describes the real 
performance well. For 35 and 70 °C, the OCV analysis describes it even better. The 
evaluation board values are for all temperatures below the middle of the PrimeTime OCV 
min-max curves and above the middle of the PrimeTime SI min-max curves. Thus, to be 
on the safe side, the SI analysis should be used to estimate the timing performance even if 
the OCV min-max analysis matches the evaluation board better. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 5.6. The distance of the mean value of the PT min-max curves for 1.4 volt from the evaluation 
board one curves in test B. 
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Figure 5.3. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at -10 °C for test B. 
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Figure 5.4. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 0 °C for test B. 
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Figure 5.5. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 35 °C for test B. 
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5.5.3 Test C 
In this part, the PrimeTime analysis in test C and the evaluation board test are compared. 
As in test B, the evaluation board values should be in the middle of two min-max curves at 
the same kind of analysis. Figure 5.7 through 5.10 show the comparison between the 
PrimeTime analyses in test C and the evaluation board test at the different temperatures. 
The evaluation board values come from table 4.2. The figures are almost the same except 
for an offset value and from all the figures the same conclusion can be made. Without any 
doubt, the PrimeTime OCV min-max curves describe the real performance best. The SI 
analysis is too pessimistic and the analysis without OCV and SI is too optimistic. The 
distance of the mean value of the PrimeTime min-max curves for 1.4 V from the 
evaluation board one curves can be seen in table 5.7. For the evaluation board two, only 
values for 0 °C are available and they are the same as in evaluation board one. That the 
OCV setup analysis matches the real performance best can also be seen in table 5.7. 
Comparing table 5.6 and 5.7 states that the normal OCV analysis with DP3 fits  the real 
performance best. The sum of all absolute distances for the mean value of the PT curves to 
the evaluation board curve is smaller for DP3 than for DP2. This means, DP3 matches the 
real performance better than DP2. 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 70 °C for test B. 
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Temperature\Analysis Normal setup Normal OCV setup Normal SI setup 
-10 °C 12.6 % above 0.8 % below 11.2 % below 
0 °C 11.0 % above 2.3 % below 12.5 % below 

35 °C 9.9 % above 3.2 % below 13.0 % below 
70 °C 7.5 % above 5.5 % below 16.3 % below 

Table 5.7. The distance of the mean value of the PT min-max curves for 1.4 volt from the evaluation 
board one curves in test C. 
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Figure 5.7. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at -10 °C for test C. 
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Figure 5.8. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 0 °C for test C. 

Figure 5.9. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 35 °C for test C. 
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5.5.4 Test D 
In this part, the PrimeTime analysis in test D and the evaluation board test are compared. 
As in test B, the evaluation board values should be in the middle of two min-max curves at 
the same kind of analysis. Figure 5.11 through 5.14 show the comparison between the 
PrimeTime analyses in test D and the evaluation board test at different temperatures. The 
evaluation board values come from table 4.1. The same conclusion can be made from all 
figures. The PrimeTime SI analysis matches the real performance best, but most important 
is that the evaluation board curves are not in the middle of the PrimeTime curves. This 
means, either PrimeTime is too optimistic or the testchip is a very bad one. What is known 
about the testchip is that it passed the production test. 
 
As can be seen in figure 5.11 through 5.14, the slope of the evaluation board curve 
matches the PrimeTime analysis curves well at least for low voltages, but for high voltages 
the slope of the PrimeTime analysis curves are too big. This depends on the scaling 
factors, which PrimeTime uses in its calculations. This was discussed in section 3.5.2. It is 
not so dangerous that Primetime scales too much at higher voltages, because when the 
maximum frequency for the S-GOLD design is decided, it is chosen from the 1.35 V 
frequency. Appendix B shows comparisons for different voltages instead of at different 
temperatures. As can be seen in figure B.5, the evaluation board curve is completely under 
the PrimeTime curves for 1.7 V. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.10. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 70 °C for test C. 
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Comparison at -10 °C
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Figure 5.11. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at -10 °C for test D.
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Figure 5.12. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 0 °C for test D. 
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Comparison at 35 °C
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Figure 5.13. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 35 °C for test D. 
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Figure 5.14. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 70 °C for test D. 
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6 Conclusions and Future work 
In this chapter, the conclusions from this thesis are presented. Moreover, some future 
propositions are made. 

6.1 Conclusions 
This master’s thesis deals with timing effects in complex on-chip systems. A static timing 
analysis has been conducted of the bus system MLAHB in S-GOLD. It has been 
performed under different operation conditions, with different design packages and netlists 
to investigate the differences in the design packages and in the designs when timing is 
considered. At the end, some testchips were tested on an evaluation board to determine 
which design package that fits the real world performance best. 
 
The three design packages should be different and DP1 should be most optimistic followed 
by DP2 and DP3 in that order. The PrimeTime analyses in section 5.2 and 5.3 have proven 
those considerations. Section 5.2 states that the timing performance of an average path 
delay is 5.14 % (normal setup), 5.95 % (normal OCV setup) and 7.27 % (normal SI setup) 
better with DP2 than with DP3. In section 5.3, the timing performance of an average path 
delay is 9.58 % (normal setup) better with DP1 than with DP3. The 5.14 % and 9.58 % 
should be compared, because those analysis types are the same. Since DP2 is 5.14 % better 
than DP3 and DP1 is 9.58 % better than DP3, the DP1 is approximately 4.2 % (depends on 
the netlist) better than DP2. Therefore, the assumptions about the design packages are 
verified. 
 
In section 5.1, the two netlists, both with DP3, are compared. According to the PrimeTime 
analyses, the second netlist version has a better timing performance than the first one. The 
timing performance of an average path delay is 12.6 % (normal setup), 14.2 % (normal 
OCV setup) and 18.7 % (normal SI setup) better in the second netlist than in the first one. 
This means, the second netlist version is better optimized in the timing perspective. This is 
because the second netlist is optimized with DP2 and the first netlist is optimized with 
DP1. Since DP2 is more pessimistic than DP1, the second netlist is optimized under 
stronger conditions. 
 
The first and the second release (test A and test B) of S-GOLD are compared in section 
5.4. This is perhaps not that interesting as the above comparisons, but shows how much the 
S-GOLD team have managed to improve the design. According to PrimeTime, the timing 
performance of an average path delay has improved with 8.01 % (normal setup). 
 
The last part deals with the correlation between PrimeTime and the real performance. The 
comparisons between PrimeTime and the evaluation board test are conducted in section 
5.4. Section 5.4.1 shows that the PrimeTime analysis of test A is much better than the real 
performance. The same conclusion is drawn from section 5.5.4, which compares the 
PrimeTime analysis of test D and the evaluation board test. The testchips in the evaluation 
board tests are the same for both test A and test D. Although the testchip passed the 
fabrication test, it can be a very bad chip. The testchips in the evaluation board test for test 
B and test C have different netlists than for test A and test D. The PrimeTime analyses in 
test B and test C fit much better to the measured timing performance in the evaluation 
board tests. Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 state this. From the comparison between table 5.6 and 
5.7, the following conclusions can be drawn. The PrimeTime normal OCV analysis 
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calculated with DP3 matches the evaluation board test best. The PrimeTime normal OCV 
analysis calculated with DP2 is also very close. The two PrimeTime SI analyses are both 
more pessimistic than the OCV analyses. Despite the above results, the PrimeTime SI 
analysis should be used to derive the maximal allowed frequency for the design. In this 
way, the safety margin is bigger. The sum of all absolute distance for the mean value of the 
PT curves to the evaluation board curve is smaller for DP3 than for DP2. This means, DP3 
matches the real performance best. 

6.2 Future work 
Mostly due to the time limit of this thesis, only one path has successfully been tested on 
the evaluation board. More paths should be tested on the evaluation board to achieve more 
test data for more reliable conclusions.  
 
The lack of testable paths was not only due to the time limit. Many of the paths could not 
be tested. If some test logic could be integrated in the design, then the evaluation board test 
could be simpler and more successful. For example, if the JTAG register could be changed 
by software, then the ABW unit could be tested on the evaluation board. 
 
It would be interesting to follow up this thesis by investigating the timing performance in 
the third release of S-GOLD. By doing that and the above propositions as well as the 
conclusions from this thesis could help designing an even better S-GOLD device when 
timing performance is considered. Even if a new release of S-GOLD is not wanted, it 
could still be helpful for other designs. From the conclusions of the timing analysis, the 
design package can be adjusted to fit the real performance better. Since the 0.13 µm 
CMOS technology is relative new, it is most likely necessary. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix, a report from icu_ahb path in the PrimeTime max setup analysis of test B 
is given. Some explanations of the PrimeTime report are given. 
 
The data path reaches from the beginning of the report until “data arrival time”, which is 
the total delay along the data path. The next section until “data required time”, which is the 
total delay along the clock path, belongs to the clock path. The last section calculates the 
difference between the “data arrival time” and the “data required time” to see how big the 
slack is and if there is a violation. 
 
The “Startpoint” is the start register and the “Endpoint” is the end register of the timing 
path icu_ahb. In this case, the start register is called hselx_int and is located in the 
AHB_BPI building block of the ICU building block. The end register is called hr_data[2] 
and is located in the same building block as the start register. As can be seen in the path 
report, the path goes to other building blocks, which can make it harder to analyze the path 
on the evaluation board. 
 
The “net” in the path report means an interconnection between two cells. The “H150…” 
are cells in the timing path. For example, “H150_YSBUF8” is a buffer. Detailed 
information about the cells can be found in the design package. 
 
In this report, the number of fanout (Fanout), the net capacitance (Cap), the transition time 
(Trans), the delay increase for each cell pin (Incr) and the total delay along the path (Path) 
is shown. The fanouts come from the netlist, the net capacitances come from the SPEF file 
and the transition times come from the design package. The calculated increase is 
depended on the fanouts, capacitances and the transition times. 
 
In the clock path, the “library setup time” comes from the design package and it is the 
setup time of the end flip-flop. Moreover, the “clock reconvergence pessimism” is 
described in section 3.2.3. Since no OCV is performed in this analysis, the “clock 
reconvergence pessimism” is zero. 
 
**************************************** 
Report : timing 
 -path full_clock 
 -delay max 
 -input_pins 
 -nets 
 -max_paths 1 
 -transition_time 
 -capacitance 
Design : mlahb 
Version: T-2002.09-SP1 
Date   : Tue Apr 22 15:31:46 2003 
**************************************** 
 
 
  Startpoint: u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hselx_int_reg 
               (rising edge-triggered flip-flop clocked by hclk) 
  Endpoint: u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hrdata_regX2X 
               (rising edge-triggered flip-flop clocked by hclk) 
  Path Group: hclk 
  Path Type: max 

The report timing command with the used switches. 
“-delay max” means setup check. 
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  Point                                                                Fanout  Cap   Trans       Incr          Path 
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Data path starts) 
  clock hclk (rise edge                     0.000        0.000 
  clock source                          0.114        0.114 
  u_clock_gating/u_clock_cell/CPEN (H150_YSCLKLTOP)  0.024      0.000        0.114 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_4243 (net   1    0.014                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L0_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.024      0.000 &    0.114 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L0_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.031      0.144 &    0.258 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2282 (net)                               1    0.156                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L1_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                  0.036      0.025 &    0.283 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L1_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.035      0.162 &    0.445 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2283 (net)                               2    0.183                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L2_2/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.043      0.033 &    0.478 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L2_2/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.033      0.168 &    0.646 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2892 (net)                               2    0.172                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L3_3/A (H150_YSCLK12)                                   0.040      0.029 &    0.675 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L3_3/Z (H150_YSCLK12)                                   0.033      0.165 &    0.840 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_3348 (net)                               1    0.121                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L4_5/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                  0.034      0.013 &    0.853 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L4_5/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.038      0.170 &    1.022 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_3351 (net)                               4    0.190                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L5_14/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                  0.040      0.016 &    1.039 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L5_14/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                  0.032      0.162 &    1.200 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_3438 (net)                               4    0.156                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L6_52/A (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.035      0.021 &    1.221 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L6_52/Z (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.025      0.146 &    1.367 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_3452 (net)                              3    0.071                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L7_178/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                 0.025      0.002 &    1.369 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L7_178/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                 0.028      0.144 &    1.513 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_3463 (net)                               9    0.133                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L8_1258/A (H150_YSCLK10)                                0.029      0.005 &    1.518 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L8_1258/Z (H150_YSCLK10)                                0.030      0.152 &    1.670 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_4141 (net)                              17    0.088                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hselx_int_reg/CP (H150_YSFD2QSP)                             0.030      0.001 &    1.671 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hselx_int_reg/Q (H150_YSFD2QSP) <-                           0.040      0.352 &    2.023 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hselx_int (net)                               3    0.024                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23376_C3/A (H150_YSAN2U)                                    0.039      0.000 &    2.024 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23376_C3/Z (H150_YSAN2U)                                    0.036      0.190 &    2.213 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/N64291 (net)                                  1    0.129                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/BL3_BUF3867/A (H150_YSBUF16)                                 0.038      0.018 &    2.232 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/BL3_BUF3867/Z (H150_YSBUF16)                                 0.056      0.187 &    2.418 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/N64291_2 (net)                               18    0.296                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23421_C3_2/A (H150_YSAN3B)                                  0.074      0.061 &    2.479 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23421_C3_2/Z (H150_YSAN3B)                                  0.035      0.222 &    2.701 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/N1061412 (net)                                4    0.040                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23142_C2_2/A (H150_YSOR3I2)                                 0.035      0.001 &    2.702 r 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/u23142_C2_2/Z (H150_YSOR3I2)                                 0.057      0.184 &    2.885 f 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/bpi_rd_sfr_no[178] (net)                     1    0.023                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/bpi_rd_sfr_no[178] (ah_ahb_bpi_10_182_0_test_1) 0.000      0.000        2.885 f 
  u_icu/bpi_rd_sfr_n[178] (net)                                                                             
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/bpi_rd_sfr_ni[178] (ah_irc_kernel_170_8_0_182_10_tes) 0.000      0.000      2.885 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/bpi_rd_sfr_ni[178] (net)                                                                
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/BL1_BUF13450/A (H150_YSBUF8)  0.057      0.000 &    2.885 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/BL1_BUF13450/Z (H150_YSBUF8)                              0.015      0.144 &    3.030 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/bpi_rd_sfr_ni_178_1 (net)                10    0.044                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u5505_C3_3_C7_3/A (H150_YSND4Y)                         0.015      0.000 &    3.030 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u5505_C3_3_C7_3/Z (H150_YSND4Y)                          0.076      0.184 &    3.214 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N1306050 (net)                             3    0.019                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV/A (H150_YSIVX1)                                    0.076      0.000 &    3.214 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV/Z (H150_YSIVX1)                                    0.019      0.077 &    3.291 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N94854 (net)                               1    0.004                          
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  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u15439_C5_2_C4_2/A (H150_YSOR3I2)  0.019      0.000 &    3.291 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u15439_C5_2_C4_2/Z (H150_YSOR3I2)                       0.065      0.168 &    3.459 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N12617 (net)                               2    0.016                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u18392_C2_C2/A (H150_YSOR2)                               0.065      0.000 &    3.459 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u18392_C2_C2/Z (H150_YSOR2)                               0.052      0.202 &    3.662 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N38883 (net)                               2    0.016                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6940_C5_6/A (H150_YSOAN2)                                0.052      0.000 &    3.662 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6940_C5_6/Z (H150_YSOAN2)                                0.052      0.252 &    3.914 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N950540 (net)                              1    0.015                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4194_C3_8/A (H150_YSND4B)                                0.052      0.000 &    3.914 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4194_C3_8/Z (H150_YSND4B)                                0.048      0.173 &    4.087 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N74429 (net)                               1    0.033                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9002_C7_4/A (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.048      0.001 &    4.088 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9002_C7_4/Z (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.077      0.229 &    4.317 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N803147 (net)                              1    0.021                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6986_C4_7/A (H150_YSND4B)                                0.077      0.000 &    4.317 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6986_C4_7/Z (H150_YSND4B)                                0.043      0.164 &    4.481 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N493607 (net)                              1    0.021                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9028_C3_6/B (H150_YSANR1I1)                              0.043      0.000 &    4.481 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9028_C3_6/Z (H150_YSANR1I1)                              0.031      0.122 &    4.603 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N100716 (net)                              1    0.004                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9028_C3_3/B (H150_YSAORI1B)                              0.031      0.000 &    4.603 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9028_C3_3/Z (H150_YSAORI1B)                              0.031      0.174 &    4.777 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N1122833 (net)                             1    0.032                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7039_C4_8/A (H150_YSND3H)                                0.031      0.001 &    4.778 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7039_C4_8/Z (H150_YSND3H)                                0.034      0.115 &    4.893 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N5887 (net)                                1    0.038                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7065_C4_6/B (H150_YSANR1I1B)                             0.034      0.001 &    4.895 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7065_C4_6/Z (H150_YSANR1I1B)                             0.031      0.116 &    5.011 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N36491 (net)                               1    0.020                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7065_C4_3/A (H150_YSAORI1V)                              0.031      0.000 &    5.011 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7065_C4_3/Z (H150_YSAORI1V)                              0.018      0.127 &    5.138 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N74358 (net)                               1    0.028                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9056_C5_8/A (H150_YSND3B)                               0.018      0.001 &    5.139 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9056_C5_8/Z (H150_YSND3B)                                0.022      0.077 &    5.216 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N955902 (net)                              1    0.016                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9087_C3_8/A (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.023      0.000 &    5.217 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9087_C3_8/Z (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.082      0.213 &    5.430 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N61667 (net)                               1    0.023                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9087_C3_9/A (H150_YSND4H)                                0.082      0.000 &    5.430 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9087_C3_9/Z (H150_YSND4H)                                0.053      0.198 &    5.628 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N650664 (net)                              1    0.042                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9086_C5_6/B (H150_YSANR1I1B)                             0.053      0.001 &    5.629 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9086_C5_6/Z (H150_YSANR1I1B)                             0.028      0.118 &    5.747 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N335197 (net)                              1    0.011                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9086_C5_1/A (H150_YSANR1)                                0.028      0.000 &    5.747 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9086_C5_1/Z (H150_YSANR1)                                0.043      0.138 &    5.885 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N67500 (net)                               1    0.021                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV_13044/A (H150_YSIVY4)                              0.043      0.000 &    5.886 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV_13044/Z (H150_YSIVY4)                              0.020      0.083 &    5.968 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N66381 (net)                               1    0.016                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9119_C3_6/A (H150_YSND4)                                 0.020      0.000 &    5.969 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9119_C3_6/Z (H150_YSND4)                                 0.036      0.109 &    6.078 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N58727 (net)                               1    0.008                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7111_C4_7/D (H150_YSOAN2I1B)                            0.036      0.000 &    6.078 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7111_C4_7/Z (H150_YSOAN2I1B)                             0.022      0.237 &    6.315 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N93613 (net)                               1    0.021                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7111_C4_1/A (H150_YSANR1)                                0.022      0.000 &    6.315 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u7111_C4_1/Z (H150_YSANR1)                                0.047      0.093 &    6.408 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N630705 (net)                              1    0.011                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9155_C3_6/A (H150_YSNR2YP)                               0.047      0.000 &    6.409 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9155_C3_6/Z (H150_YSNR2YP)                               0.030      0.114 &    6.523 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N118249 (net)                              1    0.014                          
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  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9155_C3_3/A (H150_YSAOR1B)                               0.030      0.000 &    6.523 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9155_C3_3/Z (H150_YSAOR1B)                               0.024      0.140 &    6.663 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N139723 (net)                              1    0.024                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9154_C5_8/A (H150_YSND3P)                                0.024      0.001 &    6.664 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9154_C5_8/Z (H150_YSND3P)                                0.029      0.084 &    6.748 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N987922 (net)                              1    0.013                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9263_C3_8/A (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.029      0.000 &    6.748 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9263_C3_8/Z (H150_YSOAN1I2)                              0.081      0.219 &    6.967 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N253846 (net)                              1    0.023                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9263_C3_9/A (H150_YSND4H)                               0.081      0.000 &    6.968 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9263_C3_9/Z (H150_YSND4H)                                0.044      0.167 &    7.134 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N143320 (net)                              1    0.027                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9262_C5_5/A (H150_YSOND1I1P)                             0.044      0.001 &    7.135 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u9262_C5_5/Z (H150_YSOND1I1P)                             0.047      0.169 &    7.305 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N144784 (net)                              1    0.024                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_5/A (H150_YSANR1B)                              0.047      0.000 &    7.305 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_5/Z (H150_YSANR1B)                              0.030      0.100 &    7.405 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N106179 (net)                              1    0.012                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_6/A (H150_YSND4P)                               0.030      0.000 &    7.405 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_6/Z (H150_YSND4P)                               0.029      0.100 &    7.505 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N74840 (net)                               1    0.010                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_2/A (H150_YSOR2IB)                              0.029      0.000 &    7.505 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10263_C3_2/Z (H150_YSOR2IB)                              0.031      0.113 &    7.618 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N871813 (net)                              1    0.032                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10262_C5_7/A (H150_YSND4H)                               0.031      0.001 &    7.619 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u10262_C5_7/Z (H150_YSND4H)                               0.048      0.148 &    7.768 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N45688 (net)                               1    0.041                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11449_C3_8/A (H150_YSOAN1I2B)                            0.048      0.002 &    7.769 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11449_C3_8/Z (H150_YSOAN1I2B)                            0.041      0.120 &    7.889 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N116511 (net)                               1    0.022                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11449_C3_1/B (H150_YSANR1B)                             0.041      0.000 &    7.889 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11449_C3_1/Z (H150_YSANR1B)                              0.051      0.086 &    7.975 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N36932 (net)                                1    0.024                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11448_C5_7/C (H150_YSOR3I2B)                             0.051      0.001 &    7.976 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u11448_C5_7/Z (H150_YSOR3I2B)                             0.030      0.180 &    8.156 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N877938 (net)                               1    0.022                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6751_C4_5/A (H150_YSOND1I1B)                             0.030      0.000 &    8.157 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u6751_C4_5/Z (H150_YSOND1I1B)                             0.045      0.159 &    8.315 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N189400 (net)                               1    0.055                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_10/C (H150_YSANR2B)                              0.046      0.003 &    8.319 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_10/Z (H150_YSANR2B)                              0.032      0.138 &    8.457 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N41728 (net)                                1    0.009                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_1/A (H150_YSANR1P)                               0.032      0.000 &    8.457 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_1/Z (H150_YSANR1P)                               0.043      0.096 &    8.553 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N120049 (net)                               1    0.019                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV_12991/A (H150_YSIVY6)                              0.043      0.000 &    8.553 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/MP_INV_12991/Z (H150_YSIVY6)                              0.024      0.096 &    8.649 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/N93489 (net)                                1    0.033                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_15/C (H150_YSND4H)                               0.024      0.001 &    8.650 r 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/u4437_C7_15/Z (H150_YSND4H)                               0.051      0.136 &    8.786 f 
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/kernel_data_o[2] (net)                     1    0.029                          
  u_icu/u_irc_kernel/kernel_data_o[2] (ah_irc_kernel_170_8_0_182_10_tes)  0.000      0.000      8.786 f 
  u_icu/bpi_wdata[2] (net)                                                                                   
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/bpi_data_i[2] (ah_ahb_bpi_10_182_0_test_1)                   0.000      0.000        8.786 f 
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/bpi_data_i[2] (net)                                                                        
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hrdata_regX2X/D (H150_YSFD2QSP)                              0.051      0.001 &    8.787 f 
  data arrival time                              8.787 
 
(Clock path starts) 
  clock hclk (rise edge)                                                                                  8.300        8.300 
  clock source latency                                                                                    0.114        8.414 
  u_clock_gating/u_clock_cell/CPEN (H150_YSCLKLTOP)                           0.024      0.000        8.414 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_4243 (net)                                1    0.014                          
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  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L0_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.024      0.000 &    8.414 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L0_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.031      0.144 &    8.558 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2282 (net)                                1    0.156                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L1_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                  0.036      0.025 &    8.583 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L1_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.035      0.162 &    8.745 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2283 (net)                                2    0.183                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L2_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.043      0.033 &    8.778 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L2_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.022      0.144 &    8.922 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2286 (net)                                1    0.099                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L3_1/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.024      0.012 &    8.933 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L3_1/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.037      0.152 &    9.085 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2289 (net)                                2    0.191                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L4_2/A (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.044      0.031 &    9.116 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L4_2/Z (H150_YSCLK16)                                   0.040      0.182 &    9.299 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2566 (net)                                4    0.200                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L5_4/A (H150_YSCLK12)                                   0.043      0.023 &    9.321 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L5_4/Z (H150_YSCLK12)                                   0.031      0.163 &    9.485 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2568 (net)                                4    0.112                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L6_16/A (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.032      0.009 &    9.494 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L6_16/Z (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.026      0.145 &    9.639 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2641 (net)                                4    0.075                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L7_54/A (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.026      0.003 &    9.643 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L7_54/Z (H150_YSCLK10)                                  0.024      0.135 &    9.777 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_2649 (net)                                5    0.067                          
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L8_201/A (H150_YSCLK12)                                 0.024      0.002 &    9.779 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_L8_201/Z (H150_YSCLK12)                                 0.022      0.127 &    9.906 r 
  u_clock_gating/clk_o_1811 (net)                               15    0.074                          
  u_icu/u_ahb_bpi/hrdata_regX2X/CP (H150_YSFD2QSP)                             0.022      0.002 &    9.908 r 
  clock reconvergence pessimism                                                            0.000      9.908 
  library setup time                                                                       -0.154      9.754 
  data required time                                                                                                 9.754 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  data required time                                                                                                9.754 
  data arrival time                                                                                                -8.787 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  slack (MET)                                                                                                                   0.967 
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Appendix B 
Figure B.1 through B.5 show comparisons for different voltages in test D.  The effect of 
the scaling factor for higher voltages in PrimeTime can be seen in the figures. The 
evaluation board curve is completely below the PrimeTime curves for 1.7 V. 

 
 
 
 

Comparison at 1.3 volt
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Figure B.1. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 1.3 V for test D. 

Comparison at 1.4 volt
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Figure B.2. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 1.4 V for test D. 
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Comparison at 1.5 volt
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Figure B.3. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 1.5 V for test D. 

Comparison at 1.6 volt
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Figure B.4. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime for 1.6 V for test D. 
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Comparison at 1.7 volt
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Figure B.5. Comparison between evaluation board and PrimeTime at 1.7 V for test D. 
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